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ABSTRACT
The intent of this report, in compliance with the tasks as out-
lined in the Scope of Work under Contract No. NAS1-4874 is to
provide computation requirements for the evaluation of four
integrated sensor systems in carrying out their respective atti-
tude modes. For each attitude mode, the requirements are item-
ized in compatibility with accompanying simulation block diagrams
and include error models of the sensors utilized. Evaluations
are available via computations of the true angular deviations
of the spacecraft from its required attitude. Peak values or
RMS values of these deviations are the types of figures of merit
by which the integrated systems can be evaluated. Data additional
to the error models of the sensors (scale factor, dynamic range,
format of output, cost, delivery time, power, weight, volume
and reliability) are also included in the report.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The final repot is a compilation of (1} the computer simulations required to
determine the accuracy with which four attitude modes will be carried out
by the integrated sensor systems proposed herein for each, and (2) the data
received via a sensor survey as stipulated in the statement of work. Error
models of all sensors required in the integrated systems have been included
in the computational requirements. Error models of gimbal angle and angle
rate sensors, not required in the integrated sensor systems, but required as
coupling and feedback parameters for the error signal outputs of the integrated
systems, are indicated in section VI. The utilization of CMG gimbal angle and
angle rate data is understood to follow the arguh_ents of NASA TR, May 1965,
(Kurzhals and Grantham) wherein equation (B-10) indicates how six error sig-
nals of an assumed integrated sensor system, k I through k6, will be coupled
with measured gimbal angle data, to generate gimbal angle rate commands.
These command rates,, in turn will be compared with measured gimbal rates to
generate error Signals for the six velocity servos driying the gimbals of the
SIXPAC. Dynamic models of the servos and CMG's will yield the t rue gimbal
angle and gimbal angular rates, Insertion of the error models of the gimbal_angle
and gimbal angular rate sensors will yield indicated angles and rates. The
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indicated angles are then fed into the command rate computer as
given bv {B-101 of the NA._A n-_ ..._.-1_ ._- indicated rates are
bucked against the command rates to generate the indicated velocity
servo error signals.
The integrated sensor systems for the four attitude modes yield
components along vehicle axes of the vehicle small angle error
vector referred to the command reference frame required for the
maneuver. Such error signals, in contrast to Euler angle error
signals, as indfcated in (B-12) of the NASA TR, are not sensitive
to geometric attenuation of gain, in that the CMG torque reference axes are
also vehicle fixed axes. Where accuracy has been adequate in
simulating rapid maneuvers despite large deviations between the
intermediate axes of the Euler angle errors and the torque delivery
axes, unduly large electronic gains have been required to
overcome the effects of these misalignments. Power savings
are another factor in keeping error signal axes as closely aligned
as possible with control torque axes.
The recommendation of a gyro strapdown system over a three
axis gyro platform or over three single axis gyroplatforms follows
from estimates of (1) the accuracies in the expected environment,
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(2) the complications in maintaining rotational isolation from the
vehicle for some of the maneuvers and (3) cost, weight, and
power, generally. For the first item only is there any ad-_antage
in favor of platforms, but this was found tobbe too slight and also unneces-
sary in terms of specified accuracy to overcome its significant disadvantages
with regard to the second and third items. As indicated in sections II and
IV, a strapdown system -can be used with feasible programming requirements
of its computer for widely different and demanding maneuvers. It could
also be used, with star tracker updating, r_for the inertial hold mode
specified in section HI. In fact, it is recommended that such a system ,:
be considered as an alternative to the pure star tracker system indicated
in section HI.
The biggest gaps in the information required to estimate realistically
the effects of errors in input data are the errors in spacecraft :velocity
components and target slant range required as inputs for the system "of
section II, and the spacecraft geocentric position components required
as inputs for the system of section IV. The velocity and position data
are feasibly generated by an onboard Kepler orbit extrapolation of data
transmitted to the spacecraft from tracking stations, with intermittent
updating of the Kepler orbits by theee tracking stations as required.
The errors in the extrapolated data should be feasibly kept quite small,
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but how small is not known. The target slant range data can be determined
from an onboard extrapolation based on two accurate sightings of the target
combined with spacecraft position data which in effect provides an initial
t riangulation of the target. Again error models of the inputs for this compu-
tation are lacking.
Of the four attitude systems discussed in sections II through V, the system
executing roll of the vehicle, with the roll axis held to the geodetic vertical
down to . 01 ° error (Horizon Spectrometry-IV) is considered to be most
marginal. An alternative was suggested in that section which would roll
stabilize the vehicle, thus precluding the problems of periodic occultation
of stars and periodic reacquisitions, and shifting the horizon sweep function
to a gimballed experimental package. Complete simulation of its errors would
require, as indicated in section IV, specification of the package dynamics
inclusive of its servo.
With regard to the system discussed in Section II, it may be regarded as an
automatic vernier control, manual corrections via a high powered sighting
scope being made intermittently to correct for variable atmospheric refraction
effects and gyro drift. Further investigation, utilizing some of the data required
for the fully atuomatic system (discounting initial aiming at the selected tar-
get), may reveal significant simplification for a system aided manual control.
Reliable manual control error models would be crucial in making decisions
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on the effectiveness of su_ h continuous manual controls. The area of inves-
tigation here wuuld necessarily include elaborate simulation facilities.
The term "gyrocompassing" constraint is referred to in the system discussed
in section II, and refers to its heading or yaw reference =apability. This
capability depends on integrating the coupled outpilts of the three rate
gyros, rather than on a coupling between vehicle roll and orbital angular velo-
city which allows, with additional constraints, a measure of yaw via the roll
rate gyro. This latter method of determining yaw is properly referred to
as "gyrocompassing" and hence the term is used inappropriately in section II.
Concerning the utilization of star tracker data to establish an inertial frame
(or correct a gyro drifting reference frame), the data reduction schemes for
III and I_ depend on gimbal angle data from two stars (three gimbal angles in
III and four in IV). In both cases, tracking of two stars simultaneously with
two trackers, or sequentially with one tracker is required. This two-star
data scheme is indicated because of the feasibility, in the time allowed for
this study/ in deriving the error signals based on tracker data and stored coR-
stants, An alternative scheme, used for correcting a drifting reference frame
is discussed in R-323, MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, February 1961
(Hutchinson). This scheme depends on the azimuth data from three stars.
This data is to be stored in the data reduction computer as a single tracker
a_quires and tracks in sequence the three stars. It has the advantage over
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the two-star schemes with regard to the geometric resolution afforded by
the three stars being independent of the choice of the reference coordinate
frame, although this statement is not made in the cited report. For the pur-
poses of this study, however, this advantage is of no significance since the ;-
angular coordinates chosen for the reference stars are not limited, as they
would in: orbital operation, by the statistics of geometric resolution afforded
by two-star or three-star combinations. In addition, the MIT Report makes
allowance for astronomical aberration which if ignored leads at most to an
error of +5 arc seconds for a star line of sight normal to the plane of the
orbit. The measured data required in the computer are two components of
inertial vehicle velocity as resolved in the drifting reference frame. Velocity
components referred to the non-drifting reference frame must be stored.
The differences between the measured and stored velocities as well as the
differences between the measured and stored azSmuth data are linearly
weighted to generate the three components of a small angle drift vector.
While section III requires an inertial hold mode in support of :a telescope
experiment of accuracy down to 0 1 arc seconds, it was agreed that no
attempt would be made to hold the vehicle attitude to such an order of mag-
nitude. Therefore whethel: a two-star or three-star data reduction scheme
is adppted, the astronomical aberration correction discussed in the MIT Report
should be waived. As to the telescope control itself, the fine guidance tracker
utilizing the large optics and the experimental star itself, prec_ludes the need
}
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for any non-drifting reference. The telescope, as its orbits, will then auto-
matically sweep out a cone in the period of an orbit as seen in inertial space,
and of apex at most 10 arc seconds. The dynamic demand on the control sys-
tem is obviously negligible. The evaluations attendant on the error models
using corrective star trackers must be regarded as optimiBtic since no allow-
ance has been made for vehicle flexure and mounting misalignment between
reference axes for the vehicle mounted star trackers and those for the strap-
down gyros. Since estimates of such misalignments are hard to come by without
detailed knowledge of the structure separating the star trackers and the strap-
down gyros, as well as the mounting accuracies for each of these sensors, no
such allowance was made in the error models. It is suggested tl_ t some in-
vestigation be made realistically estimating this source of error if absolute_
accuracy, as well as stringently limited variation in the reference frames for
the various experiments is required. Along these lines, with regard to Horizon
Spectrometry, section IV, the misalignment between the experimental package
(suggested as an alternative in sweeping the horizon) and the reference axes
of the star trackers must be carefully estimated and compared with the total
allowed vertical error of . 01 degrees.
On the whole, the results of this study should provide a sound ghide to system
requirements in carrying out the vehicle attitude modes, and their evaluation
by a computer simulation which includes the main sources of error of the required
sensors.
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I. Introduction
According to the NASA-TR (:Kurzhals and Grantham) and further discussions
at Langley, this experiment consists in keepingthe roll axis of the spacecraft
normal to the orbital plane, while it is rolled so as to maintain an optical
instrument which is fixed to the spacecraft trained on a target. It is further
stipulated that the target tracking operation be maintained from emergence on
the forward horizon to submergence on the rearward horizon. At 200 nautical
miles altitude, the horizon to horizon sighting time is about 15 minutes. For
a gyro platform as the spacecraft attitude monitor, the drift rate about each
axis would be about .1 degree per hour, leading to an accumulated drift of
•025 degrees.per axis. The stipulated ItccurRcies pe_raxis are understood
to be .001 degrees per second or 3.6 degrees per hour, and .01 degrees
We thus predict that a gyro platform as the sensor of spacecraft attitude, is
well within the margin for rate accuracy, but will drift during the experiment
to about 2.5 times that allowed for angular error• A strapdown gyro system x
would suffer a drift rate of about .3 degrees per hour per axis, still an
order of magnitude less than the rate error allowed, but would drift to about
•075 degrees during the experiment or 7.5 times the allowance. Since either
the platform or :the strapdown system would require optical updating in order
to satisfy experimental angular accuracy, it is proposed that the strapdown syster_
be used as the attitude monitor, with an astronaut operated "optical updating.
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The choice of the strapdown system is based on its being available as a sensor
package, wheras the platform girnba! measurements could not be counted on
for availability.
If the targets were always in the orbital plane, or, equivalently on the ground
track, only the spacecraft roll degree of freedom would be required. In gen-
eral, there would be targets of interest off the ground track. Hence another
degree of freedom is afforded by gimballing the sighting telescope about a
spacecraft transverse axis, and is designated as the x-axis as shown in
Figure 2. In the general caee, then, the problem of maintaining a scope
trained on the target is that of determining continuously a roll rate of the
spacecraft and an azimuth angle of the telescope gimballed on one d_gree of
freedom relative to the spacecraft.
As shown in this report, the determination of these two parameters from
orbital and target data requires the simultaneous determination of the attitude
of the spacecraft relative to the inertial reference frame (I) which would
enable the craft to be rotated so as to maintain the target on the crosshairs
of the telescope. Because of the gyro compassing constraint stipulated (main-
taining the roll axis normal to the orbital plane, the required command angular
velocity of the space_raft relative to the I-frame has two components which are
zero (x- and y-, as shown in Figure 2), and the roll component to be determined
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_L z, by the command matrix computer. Since the computer must determine
simultaneously the nine command matrix elements defining the commanded
attitude of the spacecraft relative to the reference frame (I), these nine
attitude parameters, rather than the commanded roll rate, are used as the
reference data which is mixed with the integrations of the rate gyro data to
generate error signals. The error signals are thus attitude error signals rather
than attitude rate error signals. The computations of x-y, y_, and z- axis
error signals (as resolved in the spacecraft frame and therefore inthe CMG
reference frame) are l_r_ear combinations of the elements of the computed
command attitude matrix and the computed rate gyro attitude matrix. Because
of the gyro compassing constraint in the command, three of the nine command
elements are constants, and thus only six command elements need be computed.
Hence, the overall computation of command parameters, six matrix elements,
the command roll rate, and the command azimuth of the sighting scope
(totalling _ight), requires eight computational const_ints. The block diagram
of the computer yielding the command parameters is shown in Figure 3 with
equation numbers as indicated in Section 2.
This computer is shown in Figure 6 as p art of the overall on-board computer
necessary for generating the optically corrected error signals which are
to be fed into the control law used for the earth mapping spacecraft control.
Its inputs are (I) (V)I. the instantaneous velocity of the spacecraft relative
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to the eerth aa resolved in the nondrifting gyro:reference frame, (2) s,
the instantantous slant range to the target, (3) nine constants, which are the "
initial elements of the command attitude matrix relative to the I-frame, (4) the
initial command azimuth for targetting the telescope, which if initially commanded
when the _target emerges in the forward horizon can always be taken as .zero
and (5) the three constants whichare the components of the angular velocity of
an earth fixed frame, E, relative to the nondrifting gyro frame, I, as resolved
in the I-frame. Comparing Figures 3 and 6, the command roll rate, _-_c2
ia computed only as an interm@diate constraint : towards generating its ten
outputs. There are nine command matrix elements, three of which _re initial
elements and hence need not be computed, and the command : azimuth for the
sighting telescope. This latter parameter is to be used only as an input
for the telescope servo_
If the orbital and target data were error :'free, if there were no gyro drift,
and if initial conditions inserted into two differential ana.tyzers (the command
matrix and strapdown gyro computer) were also without error, the target
should remain there throughout the experiment. Assuming the command input
data to be without error, and assuming all initial conditions are error free,
the drifts of the gyros will result in drifts of the error signals to the control
logic, with a consequent drift on all three axes of the spacecraft away from its
commanded attitude. The effect of this drift wi/ll, of course, show- up as a drift
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of the target away from the crosshairs, of the sighting scope, and in practice
can be fully corrected down to the negligible error resulting from the human
eye's limit of resolution as aided by a high power telescope.
This could be limited to seconds of arc, and for purposes of the re.quired
accuracy of this experiment, assumed to be without error. Thus, the optical
feedback to the mstronaut can fully correct for the drift of the gyros, at
least in principle. How the correction should actually be applied is at this
time not clear, since it is recognized that the correction consists in both man-
ually adjusting the telescope in azimuth, and applying summed corrections
derived from the optical data (i. e. the displacement of the target from bore-
sight) to two error signal axe_ of the spacecraft.
Although the operation of this experiment would require capability in
tracking out-of-orbit plane targets and thus would require an a_.i'muth
command of a telescope, nothing is gained in including this in the simulation,
since the largest dynamic demand on the spacecraft control is for targets
in the plane of the orb_t_ The simulation indicated in Figures 4 and S is then
for this case, and no azimuth command computation is required. In addition,
some uncertainty at this time as to how to apply the optical data for updating
the spacecraft control precludes including optical updating in the discussion on
simulation of error effects.
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tSECTION 2
REQUIRED COMPUTATIONS
On-hoard Command M_trix
V
CX
= _EIz +_EIy tanA + -- sec A
_cz ' c s c
A = _t {.__ IV secA - stanA ] -_Eix]dt' + A
C O CZ C " C CO
(I)
(z)
_Elx = M1 If2ELxl + M21f_FIy I + M3 l_Elzl
_Ely = MIZ_Elxl + MZZ_EIY I + M32f2EIzl
f2Elz = Ml30f2Eixi + M230_EIy I + M330_Elzl
(3)
(4)
(s)
V = M 1 + +M 3cx IVxl MZ 1Vyl 1Vml
Vcz + MI30Vxl + MzBoVyl + MB30Vzl
(6)
(7)
Mll(t) = J_:ficz(ti)Ml2(t')dt' ÷ Mll 0
cz 1 M120
MZI 7: _cz M210= Mzzdt' +
M22 = - _: _czM21 dt' + MZZ 0
M31 Y: f_cz 10= M 32 dtl + M 3
M32 _: _cz 20= - M 31 dt' + M 3
MI3 = MI30
MZ3 = MZ30
M33 = M330
(8-I)
(B-Z)
(8-3)
(8-4)
(8-S)
(8-6)
Z-6
2. Z
2. 3
2.4
On-board Strapdown Gyro Matrix
m_l(t ) = _ot [- Wy(t')m_3(t') + Wz(tt)m]z(t')]dt' + m_l 0
mll2 = fOt [- Wzmll+Wxml3]dt' ÷ n_20
m13 = _ot [- W m12+ W mll]dt' + m{30
x y
m_l = _'0t [- Wymz3 + Wzm22]dt' + m_z 0
m' = _o|'t [_ W m 2 + Wxm23]dt' + m' (9)22 z 1 220
m_3 = _; [- Wxmzz + Wymzl]dt' + m_30
!
m]l = J'; [- Wym33 + Wzm3z]dt' + m310
m |32 : _0t [- Wzm31 + Wxm33]dt' + m]20
m_ 3 = _to [- Wxm32+ Wym31 ]dt' + m330
On-board Error Signals
t + t + t
E x = m_2 M130 m22 M230 m32M330
!
( , = m_3M 1 + m_sM 2 ÷ m33M 3 (I0)
y I i I
t ' ' + ' ÷ m_iM3zz = mllMlz mzlM22
True Attitude Matrix of Spacecraft Referred to I frame in Terms of
Euler Angles
mll = cos_bcosO
mlZ = cos _ sinO sin_b - sinO cos @
m13 -- cos O sinOcosqb + sin_ sinqb
m21 = sin@ cosO
mz2 -- sinOsinOsinqb +cosOcos
(11}
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Z. 5
Z.6
C O
mz3 - sinS sine cos $ - cos S sins
= -sin e
m31
m32 = cose sin_5
m_ = COS 0COS
_D
Centripetal Acceleration of Rate Gyros Resolved in B frame
a = (_ t +_ t +_ztz )__ . Z_,
x xx yy x x
a = (n_ +n, + n -nz, (iz)
y x x y y f_z6z ) y y
2
z xx y y z Z
Rate Gyro Error Model (Drift Rate Components Resolved in B Frame
AW = c + C-axl + c_a_ + c a a
x o y zxy
_W = c + cla Jrcza z + c a a " (13)y o y zyz
AW = c + c_al + c^ax/ Jrc a aZ O Z Z Z X
18, PIRIG (MIT-Bendix)
Typical Sp ecification Unit s
c 5.25 x 10"3 7,88 x 10 -3 rad/hr
o
c 1.09 x 10 -4 1.64 x l0 -4 rad/hr/ft/sec z
1
c 1.09 x 10 -4 1.64x 10 -4 rad/hr/ft/sec 2
Z -6 rad/hr/( ft/sec z) 2
c 3 5.5 x 10 8,2 x 10 -6
here corresponds to . 3 degrees/hour and . 45 degrees/hour revising "
evaluation previously given. )
With the above evaluations, drift rate components are in radians per hour
for acceleration components in feet per second squared.
Z-8
2.7 Small Angle Drift Vector of Computed Reference Frame (G)
2. 8
Z. 9
2° 10
2. 11
Relative to Non-Drifting Frame (I), Resolved in B Frame.
= 6x = j'o_aWy(t,)dt, (14)
(6G)B 5Yz _: AWzlt')dtl
True Error Signals Resulting from Non-Drifting Gyro Data
'x = mlzMi30 + mzzMZ30 + m3ZM330
q = + + (15)
y ml3Mll mz3M21 m33M31
' z = rnllMi2 ÷ m21M22 ÷ m31M32
Indicated Error Signals
tT = e -6
x _ x
E ' = E - 6 { 16)
Y Y Y
(t = _ -6
Z Z Z
Euler Angles Corresponding to Command Attitude Matrix, ( M B I)
C
0 = - sin-l(M31 ) (17-a)C
dpc = tan -1 (M32/M33) {17-b)
_bc = tan-l(Mz1/Mll) (17-c)
Command Matrix Computation for Target in the Orbital Plane
(A = 0)
C V
CX
n = +cz nElz --s--- (18)
Referring back to Section Z. I, equation (18) replaces (i)and of
equations (2) through (7) only (5) and (6) are required.
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2.12 Additional Definitions
_L
CZ - computed command rate about roll axis
A - computed azimuth angle of sighting telescope
c
Q
EIx' Q _EIz - earth angular velocity relative attitude frameEIy'
Vcx, Vcz - components of vehicle Velocity_relative to earth
as resolved on axes of commanded vehicle attitude frame
Vxq ' V'_I'7VzI " inputs profiles of vehicle relative to earth as
• resolved on inertial reference axes
IV[..- direction cosines of commanded vehicle altitude
ij frame
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.3. I Initial Command Attitude Matrix
The target is assumed to lie in the plane of the orbit.
SUGGESTED VALUES FDR INITIAL CONDITIONS
For simplicity the X 1
and Y1 axes of the I-frame are _aSsumed to lie in the plane of the orbit,; the
Z 1 axis| n_rmal to the orbit. The target is sighted at the forward horizon.
Additionally by design, the YI axis points to the target as it emerges. Then
M B i (0) = MIIoM1zoMI30
MzloMzzoM230 1
M310M320M330
1 0 0
I 0 1 0
0 0 1
(See Appendix D for general method of evaluation).
3. 2 Initial Strapdown G_,ro Matrix
This matrix after computation is initiated, defines the attitude of the space-
craft relative to a drifting G-frame. At the instant of initiation of computation_
the matrix, in practice will suffer no gyro drift since it is measured from star
tracker data. Hence the initial condition gyro matrix defines spacecraft attitude
relative to the non-drifting reference frame, I.
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As a matter of interest in the effectiveness of the control system, it is sug-
gested that initial conditions here depart radically from the commanded initial
condition. The simulation should then reveal the dynamic transients in Euler
angle errors or the linear craft frame error angles suggested in 2.8 and 2.9.
Suggested values are that initial Euler angles be e 0 = 15", $0 = 15°"
The values of the initial condition matrix for the strapdown system are then
mllO = cos _b0 cos e 0
mlZ 0 = cos _0 sin e 0 sin ¢0 " sin _0 cos #0
m13 0 = cos @0 sin e 0 cos ¢0 + sin @0 sin (60
Z-IZ
SIMPLIFICATION OF THE GYRO ERROR MODEL AND ITS -
INTERFACE IN THE SIMULATION
Referring to 2.6 it will be shown here that the acceleration sensitive terms
lead to entirely negligible contributions to the drift /-ate for each gyro under
the expected rotation rates of the spacecraft.
If the gyros were placed as much as 4 feet from the roll axis along the craft's
x- and y- axes each,
roll axis rate, _ = I. IZ degrees/:sec.
CZ
= I. 97 x 10-2rad. / secl, are
a = -C_I = a = -C_ly
x x y
= -(1.97 x 10"2)2x 4 =
the centripetal acceleration components, under maximum
I. 55 x 10-3ft'./see. 2
The typical values cited for the 18. PIRIG gyr o are
C = 5.25 x I0 "3rad/hr
O
C 1 = 1.09 x 10 .4 rad/hr
.. • - --
ft/secZ Cz
C 3 = 5.5 x i0 "6 rad/hr
(ft/secZ)z
Then for the x-gyro, for example, with drift rate model as follows:
AWx = Co + C 1 ax + C2ay+ C3axay,
C = 5.25 x 10 .3 rad/hr
0
Glax = 1.7_x lO-7"rad/hr = Czay
C3axay = 1.3Z x l0 "ll rad/hr
2_13
Thus, under maximum acceleration induced by rotation about the roll axis
the unbalance drift components are more than 4 orders of magnitude smaller
than the acceleration insensitive drift C , while the compliance drift is more
O
than 8 orders smaller. Hence the gyro drift rate model can be simplified
under the expected environment to
AW = C = 5. 25 x 10 -3 rad/hr
X O
AW = C = 5. Z5 x 10 -3 rad/hr
y o
AW = C _5.25 x 10 -3 rad/hr
Z O
Then the simulation of the interface of the gyro error model can excliacle : : :!
computation of acceleration inputs to the rate gyros.
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APPENDIX A
GYRO DRIFT CORI%RUPTED EULER ANGLES
IN TERMS OF TRUE EULER ANGLES
According to NASA TR, May 1965 - Kurzhals and Grantham, the true vehicle
Euler angles yield an I frame to B frame transformation matrix as follows:
"ml I m21 m31
mlZ mZZ m3z
mI3 mr3 m33
0 0
cos $ sin
-sin _ cos
cos 8 0
0 1
sin 8 0
1.
- sin os _ sin_ 0
0 ]-sin _ cos _ 0
cos 0 1
: [&] [e][_]
This results in (6-Z) of the first Bendix preliminary report. )
(A-I)
Then [MBI ]
mll mlZ m13
=[ mZl mzz m23 ]
m31 m3z m33
= [-_] E-el [_
With the G frame as the drifting
(A-Z)
inertial reference frame, the indicated or
drift corrupted Euler angles, _', 0,,,,$,
:i
specify a new matrix,
A-1
m I rn _ m I
I 11 IP 13 i
" " rn* m I
m' m' m'
31 3Z 33
= [._,][_st] [._,-i (A-3)
The B to G transformation may be regarded as the sequence of two transfor-
mation - first a B to I (true body attitude) then an I to G (attitude of the
drifting G frame relative to the non-drifting I frame). _By the matrix mul-
tiplication rules,
[M I] (A-4)
The drift matrix, [MIG ] , is assumed to be a small angle matrix.
Thus, if 5xi, 5yi, and 5zi are the I frame components of the -.small angle
gyro drift vector
(SO) I,
the small angle drift matrix is the result of three small angle rotations
about the recessive I frame (or G frame) axes,
MIG
1[°
0
1
I i
5yI
0
l
-Ssi
5zi
1
-6xl
0 1 0 -6yiiF 1 6zi 01
1 "" 5 0 1 "_" 0 0 1
yI
-5y I
5xl ] (A-5)
A-2
(In the above, small angle approximations are employed and second order
terms are ignored. )
There results
mll m12
mht
Emil m_2 m_3_
1 6zi -6 mll m12
-Szi 1 5xi i m21 m22
L 6YI - 6xI l ' ,I m3 1 m32
{A-6)
The drift corrupted matrix elements on the left side of (A-6} are related
t d
to the drift corrupted Euler angles, _ _ by equations of identical
form to (6-2) of the first preliminary report. In that case
m13-- I
m23_I I3
m32 m125yl'm225x I + m32
tan¢' = =
m_3 m135y I _ mz35xi ÷ m33
tan_ I
sinO' =
m_l -mll6zl + m21 + m316xl
rail roll + m216zl - m316yl
-m_l = -mllSy I + m216xl - m31
{A-7)
A-3
APPENDIX B
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELATIVE ANGULAR VELOCITY
BETWEEN TWO COORDINATE FRAMES AND THEIR ATTITUDE MATRIX
Let the two coordinate frames be the I frame with unit axes (x 1 , Yl ' Zl ) and
the B frame with unit axes (x, y, z). Then the B to I transformation or
attitude matrix i s given by
Let WBI
x I. x
YI" x
Zi.X
x I. y x I. z mll mlZ m13
 IZl[ 
Zl.y zI.z m31 m32 m33 (B-I)
be the angular velocity of the B frame relative to the I frame, and
WIB, the angular velocity of the I frame relative to the B frame.
Tl_en
WBI = "WBI (B-Z)
By Coriolis' s theorem, the rate of chang e of some vector U relative to the
I frame is related to the rate of change of this vector relative to tl_
by:
dU = dU --_ --_
dt-_- dtB + WBiX U
(B-3)
B frame
We are interested in relating the angular velocity of the B frame relative
to the I frame, as resolved in the B frame, (WBI) B' to the elements of the
matrix, (MB_ First, the following Vectors are formed, using Coriolis' s
theorem for-t]_e case of unit vectors:
d x I ___ _%
- W x x
d tB IB I
._%
d YI x .-x
dt_ - WIB x YI
£D
I _
d--_= WlB x zI
B
Next, the following nine box products are formed:
--A --x .... d x I
WIB x XioX = dt
B
-.A _, _._ dx l
WIB x xl, Y =
dt B "
_.%_.1 d_xxI
WIB x x I.z =
dt B
• X -- r_l
ll
...%
y = r_
12
-- ,[ z = m_A
15
(B-4)
d-.-_
---% __% __ YI _ ..I .
WIB x Yi•X = dt---B ° x = m21
...%
l _ J ] _ d YI --_
WIB x YI " y - dt B Y = r_22
•.--'_ _._ ._ d YI --_ •
WIB xYi o z = _ . z =
dt B m23
(B-5)
.--_ ._ .._ d--kzi
WIB x zI. x = d_B • x = r_31
.=-%
.._ __ _ dz I ..%
WIB x z I. y = d tB , y = r_32
"- .._ .-_ dz I .._ •
WIB x zI, z -dt B z = m33
B-2
The last terms are obtained by noting that, for example, if x I resolved
in the B frame is
/
-X " ! '\'
-" I " "X ,'roll ,.
(xI) B = x I. .Y = , m12
x I . z m13 (B-Sa)
Ther_
!dxI i/° h
! _-q-• _ _ ,
#
i d x I -._ .
• y - m
dt B 12
..i
dxI I
S-t
dx I • .._
dt B . g =
Defining the components of WBI
(B-6b)
m13
as resolved in the B frame as
l )z= W x(WBI) B W v ' (B-?)
We have for the box product which are the B frame components of the follow-
ing three cross products,
B-3
(w._ x xi)L_ B
WIB x x I ° x
WIB x x I . y
WIB x x I . z
x y z
W W W
x y z
roll m12 m13
( WIB x yi) B
--_ ___ __
x y z
W W W !
x y z f
m21 m22 m23 i
(B-S)
x y z
W W W
X Y z
m3 1 m 3 2. m33
Equating the right sides of (B-8) with the right sides of- ( B-5), the result is
mll = -W +W myml3 z 12
mi2 : -Wm 1 + W mz 1 x 13
m13 = -W + W mxml2 y 11
m21 = -W +Fro23 Wzm22
m22 = -W m 2 +z 1 Wxm23 (B-9)
m23 = -W +xm22 Wym21
m31 = -Wym33 + Wzm32
m32 ; -Wzm31 + Wxm33
m33 = -Wxm32 + Wym 31
B-4
The above set of equations is the basis for the strapdown gyro digital
differential analyzer with Wx, W , and W as the outputs of the strapdowny z
rate gyros, and the matrix elements as the solutions.
These elements define the attitude of the B frame (body) relative to the I
frame (equivalent inertial platform). From the matrix elements, one can
then determine Euler angles, if needed, of the body frame relative to the
I frame, as given by (6-2) of the first Bendix preliminary report. As stated
in that report, nine::init_al matrix elements must be specified. These are
measurable by reduction cE data from at least two star sightings yielding
the initial attitude of the spacecraft body frame relative to the inertial !
reference frame. Computation must be initiated as of that instant.
The discussion here is given interms of the body frame and the inertial reference
frame. Because the d_cussion here is rnsthef-natical', clearly the result given
by (B-?) is applicable to any two .coordinate frames.
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APPENDIX C
TARGET TRACKING EQUATIONS
UND ER SPA C ECRAF T GYROC OMPASSING
Referring to Figure I,
P.--: R + .i ,_.. (C-I)
..
Relative to non-rot,%t'._ng .If_ame, the velocity
PcRI+ s
__ It.% _% ___
= _EI xR+ SE+ 0ElXS (C-2)
..%
where _EI is the angular velocity _of an earth fixed frame, E, relative to the
I frame. Noting that s E is nothing but the velocity of the craft relative to the
earth,
SE= V= PE (c-s)
since the geocentric point, E, and the target, T are fixed relative to each
other.
(v)I=
showing how (V) I
Denotkng the spacecraft frame (x, y, z)
From (C-Z),
(PI)I- (_EI x P)I (C-4)
is obtained from orbital data and earth angular velocity.
as the B frame, by Corioles' s theorem,
= SE= SB+ _BEXS (C-5)
The angular velocity of the B frame relative to the non-drifting I frame,
BE' in turn canbbe expressed in terms of earth angular velocity as
BE BI El (C-6)
C-I
Resolved in the B :frame,
( _BI ) B would be measured by the three strapdown rate gyros (assuming
no driR).
(0 BI )B
If on the other hand,
- 0
IOBI) B a
tracking or lock-on conditions,
we impose the gyrocompassing constraint,
(C-7)
must be identified as a command required to satisfy the target
This follow s from the fact that V, _EI' and
s are given conditions. With the x and y components constrained to be zero,
as given by (C-7), the remaining component, the spacecraft roll rate,
z
is determinable from (C-5), (C-6), and (C-7). Thus all components of
(_ BI ) B which satisfy Coriolis' s relationship are identifi_ed as command
rates required to satisfy the combination of target tock-on and gyrocompassing.
For the purpose of tra_:king a target outside the orbital plane, another degree
of freedom (beyond that of spacecraft roll) is required. This is the gimballed
rotation of a sighting telescope about the craft' s x axis through the angle,
A . This angle is also identified as a command angle which must keep thec
target trained by the gimballed scope. Hence another coordinate frame, the
T frame (x T, yT_,:_ZT) is defined with YT as always pointing to the target.
As will be seen , in order to determine the command roll rate, _ , and
cz
command azimuth angle A c, so as to keep the pointing axis, YT' on the target
under the given conditions, (V) I, s, and _ = 0, _ = o, (replacing (C-7)
cx cy
by the properly designated command angular velocity)
e
C-2
0
__\ (C-7a)
( _B I ) = 0 '. ,
the command attitude of the craft relative to the I frame must simultaneously
be determined. First (C-5) is resolved in the commanded spacecraft fraroe:
-_" = _ ] (V) = (s ) ÷ ([2B. ExS)B (C-8)
(V) B MIB I B B c - c
C C
C c
V
CX
V
cy
= MllVxI + Mz1VyI ÷ M31VzI
= MIZVxI + M22VyI + M32VzI
(C-8a)
V -"-
CZ
(s)B
C
Ml3Vxl + M33Vyl
; 1..coOsA c
+ M33VzI
(nBE) B
c
where
0 nEl x
0 - _EIy:
f2cz: f_Elz ;
/
[ MllnEixi + MZlnEIyI + M31_EIzI
M12_EIxI + M2Z_EIy I + M3Z_EIzI
M13_Eixi + MZ3_EIyI + M33[_EIzI /
!
(C-Sb)
(C-So)
(C-Sd)
Again by the Coriolis theorem,
, _ _!\ _\ ._k
sB = ST +_TB x s
c C
to-9)
C-3
Referring to Figure Z, the angular velocity of the T frame relative to the
B c frame is
while
and
_TB
Ii
S T
i
B
C
C _
i
= 0 I
B 0 /
C
0
" , S •
T 0
!
[ MTB ] (ST) T
C
(C-ga)
!0 cosA tsinA
C C
to c° Ac]C _
Hence,
= s osA (C-9b)
_, sinAc I
! ° !• •-scosA + sA sinAC C(_)B = .c (c-lo)
ssinA + sA cosA
C C C C C
The unknowns that must be determined are the following: the nine command
matrix elements, Mij, the command roll rate_cz, and the command azimuth
of the sighting telescope, A c.
C-4
Nine of the required eleven constraints are provided by equations of the
type given by (B°9), Appendix B.
Replacing mij , by Mij, W x = 0,
Wy = 0, and W z = _cz' the constraints are as follows:
Mll(t) = _:_cz(t')Mlz(t')dt' ÷ Mll 0
M12 =-_:_czMll dt'÷ M120
MZ 1 f:_cz 1o= Mzzdt I + M 2
MZZ =-_: _cz Mzldt'+ MZZ 0
• t .
M31 = fo _czM3zdt' + M310
--- Id '+%2o
M_ = MI30
M23 = MZ30
M33 = M330
where Mij ° = Mij(o ). The simplification of (C-11) relative to (B-9) is due
of course to two of three forcing functions being constrained at zero (the
gyrocompassing mode).
[C-11)
Two additional constraints are required, and these two are selected from
the three components of the B c frame resolution of (C-8). From (C-7a)
through(C-10), the x and z components of this resolution result in the
following explicit formulae:
C-5
Vg2 = _2EI z t cx _EIysecA + tanA (C-12)"CZ S C C
•
/_ = _[V secA - stanA ] - f2 (Co13)
c s c z c c EIx
The last is rewritten as an integral equation which can be simulated.
1
A = ft is[ V secA - stanA ] }dr' +Ac o cz c c " _EIx co (C-13a)
The initial command sighting azimuth for the target must be known.
For practically all cases, this will be very close to zero, since otherwise
the target would disappear over the horizon lateral to the orbital plane and
would thus not be of interest.
In terms of inputs,
repeated here.
flEIx =
_2Eiy =
_2EI z =
the B c components indicated in (C-12) and (C-13a) are
M 1 lflEixi + M 2 lflEIyi
M12_ELxI + MZ2_2EIy I
+ M 3 l_EizI
+ M33_Eizi
M130_2EIxI + M230_2EIyI + M330t2EIz I
(C-14)
(c-is)
(c-16)
V
CX
V
CZ
= MllVxI + M21VyI + M31VzI
= M130VxI + ME30VyI+ M330VzI
(c-iv)
(C-18)
C-6
APPENDIX D
DEFINITIONS OF SOME MATRIGES
le I% "X
iy I. x
_zI .x
t,
xt.y _I.z
etc.
w
roll
mlZ
m13
;n12 m13
etc.
transformation from spacecraft frame (B), [x, y, z) to non-drifting reference
frame (I). {xI, YI, zI!'
_ 7 _ _ _G,7z. i BG! = G" XG"Y " ,
:YG" x etc. i1 '
1: i
iZG.X
I mll
_mm_l
! !
mlZ m13
etc.
transformation from spacecraft frame (B), (x, y, z) to drifting reference
frame {G), {xG, YG' zG)"
%, -3. : "_c xl'yc x_"c
t
i YI" xc etc.
Lz I x C
M13
w
= Mll
MZ 1
M31
m
MlZ
D-1
etc.
transformation from commanded spacecraft frame (Bc),
to non-drifting reference frame (I), (x I, YI' zI)"
(Xc' YC' Zc)
Discussion in this report involves transformations between the B, I, G
and B frames. All these transformations are orthogonal,
C
transpose is equal to the inverse. E.g.,
1,= _ BI =imll m21 m31
Is
I 12 etc.
and hence the
Two initial condition matrices are involved here,
= roll 0
mZl0
m310
m120 m130
etc.
as applicable to the strapdown gyro matrix computer.
5. MBcI(0)
M1 I0 MIZ0 M1 30
etc.MZlO
M310
as applicable to the command matJ:ix computer.
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APPENDIX E
BASIS OF SPACECRAFT CONTROL ERROR SIGNALS
It is assumed that the combined effects of gyro drift and dynamic lag
of the spacecraft control system are such that the B-frame (x, y, z)
or spacecraft frame deviates by small angles from the commanded
frame, B c (x c, Yc' Zc)' In this case the deviation matrix (B c to B
transformation), can be formed by a seccession of small angle rotations.
1
0
0
0 0 i 1 0 -c _ 1 c
y: z
z 0 1 0 i :1 c _ . -_ 1
li"-c 1' c 0 1 0 0
z , y _j _.
m
0
1
m
1 _E -E
z y
-¢ 1 e
z X
-( i
y X
But by applying the transitive law to matrix multiplication,
L c3
(E-Z)
That is B to B is equal to B to I, ItoG, andG to B.
C C
The matrix, [M/I , can be recognized as tiae gyro drift matrix.
E-1
Since the gyros are, by definition, blind to its own drift, this factor in
the computed B to B transformation must be left out. Hence, the basis
C
for a set of indicated error angles is:
GB i B_Ii
= i m I I mZl m
i
I
,!mlZ
I etc.
(E-3)
Mll M12 M131
MZl
M31
etc.
!
The matrix elements, mlj, can be recognized as the solutions of the
strapdown gyro systems yielding craft attitude relative to a drifting
reference frame, G. The matrix elements, Mij , are the solutions of
the command attitude matrix computer, yielding commanded craft attitude
relative to the non-drifting frame. Denoting the indicated error angles as
E I I !, _ , c , set
x y z
1
z
!
E
Y
E -E
z yL
1
' 1 c' ; (E-4)
x
-c ' 1
X
Equating the right sides of (E-3) with that of (E-4), results in
E I --. I !
x mlZ MI3 + mzz MZ3 + m32 M33
!
' = m13 MII + mz3, MZI + m_3 M31Y
, +
z' = roll MI2 m21' MZ2 + m31' M3Z
(E-5)
E-Z
From the gyrocompassing constraint in the spacecraft command, it
was shown in Appendix C that three command matrix elements are
constants,
M13 = M13 0
M23 _ MZ30
M33 = M330
(E-6)
From {E-2) and (E-3),
I-=_.. i, - I=o_ 7=-'_ -: '.=, (E-?)
As shown in Appendix A,. the drift matrix,
5z I "6y I
1
i'SzI 1 5xI 1I
(E-8)
The small angle elements are the I-frame re solution of the small angle
drift vector, The first three matrices, from left to right, on the right
side of (E-7) may be recognized as a similarity transformation, which
applied to the drift matrix results in another drift matrix with the small
angle vector resolved in the B-frame. That is,
E-3
1!-6
l
!6
I y
6
Z
l
-6
X
-6
Y
6
x
l
(E-9)
Then from (E-l), (E-4), and (E-7)
F
_E
! y
-E
Z
X
-E
Y
E
1
i z
i
-6 1
' Z
I 6 -6
I y x
- F-6 IYj
xiX t z
!
Ignoring second order terms,
! !
£ -E
z y
' 1 E ,
X
_£ I 1
X
(E-10)
c = c ' + 6
X X X
c = ( ' + 6 (E-II)
Y Y Y
= _ ' * o- _
z z z
showing that the true small angle deviations are the sum of the indicated
deviations and the small drift angles, as resolved in the body frame.
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i. Introduction
This report develops the means by which three error signals resolved in the
spacecraft coordinate frame are generated from two elevation gimbal angles
and one azimuth gimbal angle from two star trackers. The error signals are
the body frame compononts of the, crafts small angle deviation stars gelected
reference frame. Angular coordinates of the two stars selected as referred
to the reference frame are stored in the computer. Care must be exercised
in choosing the angular coordinates so as to avoid being unduly optimistic
or pessimistic with regard to the geometric resolutions afforded by these angu-
lar coordinates. Because of the asymmetry of the computing method, two
star lines 90 degrees apart do not necessarily yield good resolution. This
problem area is discussed in Appendix A.
The two trackers are shown as mounted on opposite sides of a circular cross
section of the spacecraft (see Figure 1). This mounting, with outer gimbal
axes parallel is one of two choices that were considered. The other chbice
was for the trackers mounted 90 degrees apart on the cross section, with outer
axes also 90 degrees apart. This possibility offers no clear cut advantage
over the 180 degree mounting, and was thus not considered further.
The dynamics of the star trackers (Bendix Guide Star Tracker on OAO Space-
craft C} are stipulated by the servo loop shown in Figure 3.
3-1
As indicated in Section 2, although four loops (two azimuths and two elevations)
strictly speaking are required for generating the 'three gimbal angle inputs
into the error signal computer, the elimination of the second azimuth loop is
amply justified. This approxirm tes the required second azimuth gimbal angle
as a means of resolving the craft's perturbatiomalong the second tracker's inner
axis (elevation), by the boresighted or error free azimuth. The resulting error
is second order in servo input which should turn out to be a relatively minor
input into each loop. This leads to pointing out the inputs to each loop.
First there are error signal inputs, A Yl, Ax 1 andA x 2 for azimuthservo
1, elevation servo 1 and elevation servo 2, respectively. These parameters
represent the displacement components of the star image relative to boresight
as seen in the detector's image plane. They are the parameters sensed by the
detector and its electronics. In the simulation, they are computed by feeding
back the servo outputs (the gimbal angles} and comparing these with computed
boreslght gimbal angles.
Secondly,
image plane error signals. The detector noise for each loop, ny 1, nxi,
requires an adjusted white noise generator followed by a shapin;g filter.
noise model indicated is appropriate for tracking a magnitude 2.5 star.
real detector noise from each axis of the image plane is independent.
detector noise combines with the image displacements to give corrupted
and nxZ
The
The
However,
5-3
the error signal computer couples the noises transmitted to the gi tubal
angles. The simulated noise for each loop, although statistically equal, must
then be independent, requiring a noise generator and shaping filter for each
loop. A single noise source feeding the three loops in parallel would lead to
some rectification by the error signal computer, a result not representative
of an operational system.
Thirdly, perturbation of the spacecraft, which is the base to which each tracker
is gimballed, is a dynamic load which must be coped with by each servo,
Specifically, it is the perturbation components along the outer axis of the
the inner axis of the first tracker, _ Y'l' and the innerfirst tracker, _ x'
axis of the second tracker, _ ' Y Z" which are the dynamic input parameters
for the three loops. (The inner axis component for the second tracker is
approximated by resolving the perturbation angle vector along correct azimuth
rather than gimbal azimuth. ) The elevation loop differs from the azimuth loop
only in respect to inertia load which is duely noted.
The three types of inputs are shown in Figure 3 as _ST lAY t,_X! ,A_ 2 }
nv(nvy I, nvx2), and 0Bi(_x, _" . Y'l' _" " Y'2 )"
Finally, the tracking field of view of the Bendix Guide Star Tracker is Jr. 5
degrees, which is adequate by several orders of magnitude in regard to the
boresight errors expected in this application.
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Computational Requirements
On-board Computation of Error Signals
1
E ! _
x A- --(_I_IxA ,, + AzUlm + _ u._&x )
(i)
l
E t --
Y Z_,( s 2ylUlx - SlylUzx)
(2)
1
E ! = _-_I S - Sz IzlU2x 2zl u Ix ) (3)
Ulx = sin e_ - Slxl (4)
!
U2x = sin e 2 - SZx I (s)
u1_ = _ose_=osa'I -s1_I (6)
2.2 On-board Stored Constants
2 sinAlC°SE2sin(A1 A2 )A = cos E 1
_' = cOSElCOS EZsin(Az-A I)
A 1 = -sinElCOS E2sinA 2
A 2 = cOSElCOSAl(COSElSinA 1- cosE2sinA 2)
A 3 = sinElCOSE2sinA 2
Slxi = sinE1
Sly I = _ cOSElSinA 1
Slz I = cos Elcos A
- B
1
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SZxI = sine z
SZy I = - cosEZsinA 2
S2z I = cos EzcosA 2
2.3 Space Perturbation Angles in Terms of Craft Axis Rates
,x(t)- fo (7-a)
ey(t) = _:_y(t')dt'
' z(t) = _2nz(t')dt'
(7-b)
(7-c)
2.4 Gimbal Angles of Trackers with Stars Boresighted
-l(____v) -Ial = tan = tan
lz
yS !xI- c x s lyI + Slzi/
(S-a)
a z = tan-l(sZy) =tan -I zS2xI ÷
Szz ySZx I - E xSzyi ÷ Szz
e = sin-l( -1(
1 Slx ) = sin Slxl + _ ¢zslYI" ySlz I)
e2 sin-l( -1
= S2x ) = sin (Szxi +E zSZyi- E ySZzi)
(8-b)
(9-a)
(9-b)
2.5 Image Plane Error Signals from Gimbal Angle Errors
z_y 1 = (a_-al)cose 1 = Aalcose 1 (lO-a)
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_Y2 = (a_ -a2) cos e = Aa2cosez 2 (lO-b)
_x 1 = e 1 - e_ = -Z_e 1 (10-c)
|_
Ax 2 = e 2- e 2 -_e 2 (10-d)
2.6 Components of Space craft Perturbations Along Gimbal Axes
x(OUter gimbal axis for both trackers)
. y] = ¢ cosa' l + e sina'y z 1
(ll-a)
e . y_ = ¢ cosa' + e sina' (ll-b)y 2 z 2
(inner gimbal axis for both trackers)
Since a 2 _- a 2,' the azimuth servo for the second tracker can be eliminated
by replacing a 2 by a 2 in (ll-b), leading to
" Y2 e c°sa2 + e sina2 (ll-c)y z
' as an inputThis simplification is dictated by the system's not requiring a 2
to the error signal computer.
2.7 Tracker Detector Noise Model
KT(Scale factor) = 2.9 my/arc sec
N V (white noise generator spectral power density)
1
Gn(S) = 1+.025s (RC noise shaping filter)
= 420.5(my) 2/cps
3-6
2.8
(White noise generator and RC filter are required for each servo
loop, totalling three generators and three RC filters. )
Azimuth and Elevation Servo Filters and Scale Factors
(Azimuth and Elevation Servos are the same except for inertias
which are duly noted here. )
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K T = 578 volts/rad = Z, 9 my/arc sec
K = . 754 in oz/volt
m
K V = i. 00 voit/rad/sec
K = 0.80 volt/rad/sec
CF (Coulomb friction of gimbal bearings)
_3.8 in oz, _TB > 0
Tf = _-3.8 in oz, 8TB < 0
AL (amplifier limiter
E _
t
e, -20V. < e < + 20V
20V, e > 20V
-20V , e < - 20 V
JA(azimuth loop inertia) = 9, 33 in oz/rad/sec 2
JE (elevati°n loop inertia) = 5,32 in oz/rad/sec 2
1
GltS]'_ - 1 +.016s
G2(s) = 4( 1 + i, is1 + 168s )
G3.(s) = 248 ll + 100s)(l +,05s)
( 1 + 5.3s)( 1 + 2s)
1
G4(s) = 1 + o 00089s
3.8
G5_sJ'_ = 1 +.016s
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2. 9 Additional Definitions
_x' _y' _z - true error angles about vehicle axes
0 !
el, al, e, a' - indicated gimbal angles of the two trackers2' 2
(azimuth and elevation)
El, A 1, E2, A 2 - angular coordinates of the two stars referred
to the selected inertial reference frame
i'slXi , _SlYr SlzI
s2xI, Szy I, S2z I
- Components along inertial reference axes
of the unit startine vectors of the two stars
_BI - Generalized component along gimbal axis of small angular
deviation of vehicle referred to onertial frame
_'TI - Generalized tracker angle about gimbal axis referred to
inertial frame
nvy 1 -
ny1 -
AYvl -
_Y1 -
Generalized tracker angle about gimbal axis referred to
vehicle frame (or indicated gimbal angle)
First tracker's injected detector noise in voltage
units (YT - axis of T-frame)
First tracker's injected detector noise in equivalent
angular units (YT - axis of T-frame)
First tracker's image plane error signal in voltage
units (YT-axis of T-frame)
First tracker's image plane error signed in equivalent
angular units (Y -axis of T-frame)
T
Similarly for other parameters, axes, and second tracker.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTATION OF ERROR SIGNALS
The two selected stars and the reference frame,I, are known in advance
of any measured data, With angular coordinates for the two stars, A
l'
E 1 and A2, E2, the unit vectors, s I and s2, which point along the star lines
are first resolved in the I frame.
The azimuth, A, and elevation,
in resolutions
(sl)i=
s
IxI
s
lyI
Slz I
E, of s are defined by Figure I, resulting
sine 1 t
- cos_lsinA 1
cos E CosA 1
(A-la)
(sz) I
s 2xI
= s 2yI
S2zI
sinE2 }
- cos EzsinA 2
cos Egcos A 2
{A-lb)
Two matrices are now defined. The true perturbation matrix of the space-
craft frame (B) relative to the reference frame (I), and the corresponding
indicated perturbation of the frame (B') relative to I. These are
A-1
MIB =
x.x 1 x.y I x. zI
Y"xI Y" YI Y" zI
z. xI z. YI z. z I
t 1 c -c
z y
= -_ 1
z x
-_ -_ 1
y x
(A-Za)
MIB,
=(
x'. x I x'. YI x'. zI
Y'" Xl Y'" Yl Y'" Zl
z'.x I z'. Yl z'. zI
J i ¢' -_'
z y
= __ v i ¢
Z X
c v _¢ v i
y x
(A-Zb)
These results for small angle rotations follow the argument given in the
Second Preliminary Report for equation (A-5).
The true perturbation components resolved in the B-frame are related to
the B-frame components of craft angular velocity relative to the I frame,
_2, by
A-2
i "
i o
i
t
 xit) : ;o xit )dt,
y(t) = f:_2y(t')dt' (A-3)
(t) :-ort zlt)dt'
z
This result, intuitively obvious, is confirmed rigorously by utilizing the results
of Appendix B of the Second Preliminary Report. By identifying the direction
cosine elements of (A-Za) of this report, and ignoring second order terms, one
arrives at the result (A-3). Initial conditions can be set at zero, since our
interest is in the RMS values of ¢ , _ , ande
X y Z"
The indicated angular coordinates of the two star lines are the read out
gimbalangles of the two star trackers, a'le ' anda' ,e' These areI 2 2"
angles referred to the spacecraft frame, and differ from the true angular
coordinates, al,e l and a2,e 2' referred to this frame by the small mis-
alignments of the two tracker optic axes relative to the star lines. Since
the tracker detector error signals are noise corrupted, they are not used
either in actual operation or in the simulation proposed here. The utiliza-
tion of the gimbal angle data, which suffers from noise and dynamic errors,
leads to the determinations of indicated spacecraft error angles. The gim-
bal angles, a'l,e '1 anda'z,e'2 are defined relative to the B-frame in a
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manner analogous to that of the stored coordinates_ AI,_I_" and A2,E 2
relative to the I-frame. In that case, the resolutions of the star line vectors
in the indicated spacecraft frame are given as
{s,i{sine'lx I 1 !{Sl)B, --= s' =ly -cose' sina'1 1 (
s' j cose,lcos a, 'lz 1 J
: MzB,(sl) _
I Slxl + ('z slyl -( ' s
y Izl
= -¢ 'zSlxl +Slyl +( ' sx Izl
E ' S -E w S +S
y Ixl x lyl Izl
(A-4a)
{s' /
2x
(S2)B,= s' --2y
S t
2z
= MIB,(s2) I
s +¢ ' s
2x I z 2yl
-E ' S +S
z 2xl 2yl
E ' S -E w S
y 2xl x 2yl
sine' 2 }
-cos e'2sin a' 2
cos e'2cos a, 2
-E IS
y 2zl
+E '
xS2zI
2zi
(A-4b)
A-4
Equations (A-4) lead to six constraints in three unknowns, the indicated
perturbations. Two from one vector equation and one from the second
equation are to be chosen. For the purposes of this report, the choice
is based on minimizing the on-board computational complexity. Therefore,
the elevation angles from two trackers and the azimuth from one of the two,
lead, among several choices, to the x and z component equations of (A-4a)
and the x component of (A-4b).
The following three linear constraints in the unknowns are then selected
as the basis for their computation:
O_ - Slzl _ ' + Slyl_ ' = s - s = ux y z Ix Ixl ix
-Slyi_ ' + s ' + Oc ' = s - = u (A-5)x lxI _ y z lz Slzi lz
O_ ' - s ' + S2yl_ ' = - sx 2zI _ y z S2x 2xI = U2x
Explicitly, the indicated spacecraft errors are
E I
X
1
= _ (AlUlx+ A2Ulz + A3U2x)
y = -_,( S2yiUlx - SlylU2x )
1
' = -- u - s 2zl u ix )z &' ( s Izl 2x
(A-6)
A-5
U-xl sine' - sine
= E 2U2x sine J - sin2
Ulz - cose'lcos a' - cOSElCOSA1 1
(A-7)
The constants, A, A', A1,A 2 and A 3 are given in Section 2. 1. The re-
maining constants in (A-6) are given by (A-la) andA-lb).
Obviously the computations, (A-6), depend on A and A' not equalling zero.
Their magnitudes are a measure of the geometric resolution as provided
by the two star lines. They range in magnitude from zero to unity, with
the latter most desirable for suppressing the computational weighting of
errors in the input data. Two star lines at right angles do not neces-
sarily lead to Zkand A' equalling unity, as shown by the case AI= A2= 0°,
El= 90 °, E2= 0 °. The converse - if the magnitudes of A and A' are unity,
then the star lines must be 90 ° apart has not been proven. The procedure
adopted has been to arbitrarily choose values for the coordinate angles and
test the values for A and A'. The choice, E = 0°,A = 45°,E = 45°,A = 0 °
1 l 2 2
leads to the values _ = .355, A' = .500. The star lines are 60 ° apart as
may be found from
cos_ = Sl. s2 (A-8)
where a is the separation angle. This choice seems fair, there being
large numbers of pairs of stars which would lead to such values for
geometric weighting of errors.
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A PPENDIX B
RELATION BETWEEN IMAGE PLANE ERROR SIGNALS
AND GIMBAL ANGLE ERRORS
s, we have
Errors ina tracker's gimbal angles, a',e', will misalign the optic axis
relative to the star line and the image will be displaced from the optic
axis. A coordinate frame, T, with axes (x T, YT' ZT) is defined wherein
ZTiS the tracker's optic axis and the star image appears in the x T- YT
plane. The T frame is rotated away from the spacecraft's B-frame by,
first a rotation, a', about the outer gimbal axis (azimuth) assumed to co-
incide with the craft's x-axis, and then a rotation, e' about the inner gim-
bal axis (elevation) referred to as the y'-axis.
With a and e as the corresponding rotations referred to the B-frame
which would take the z T axis into exact alignment of the star line vector,
-._. / sine
(s) B=_-cos e sina (B-I)
I
_COS e COS a
Defining _x and Ay as the coordinates of the displacement of the star
image from boresight,
(s) T = y
for small displacement error.
B-I
cB-Z)
But
(s) T = MBT(s) B or
t Ay =
1
m
cos e' 0 -sin e'
0 i 0
sin e' 0 cos e'
w
I 0 0
0 cosa' sina'
0 -sina' cos a'
sine 1
-cos e sin a
I
cosecosa/
(B-3a)
and to first order approximation,
_x = e - e' = - Ae
!
Ay = (a'- a)cose = Aacose ] ( B-3b)
The second equation of (B-3b) shows, as is well known, the geometric
attenuation with elevation of the outer loop sigmal gain. This result applies
to both trackers, I and 2.
Allowing for detector noise, the input error signals for the two trackers'
four servo loops are
Ay'l(s) = GI{ s)AYl(S) + n{ s)
ay'2(s) = GI(S)AY2(s) + n(s)
Z_X'l(S) = Gl(S)Ax2(s) + n(s)
(B-4)
&x'2(s) --Gi( s)Ax2(s) + n(s)
as may be noted from Figure 3.
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APPENDIX C
COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT PERTURBATIONS
ALONG GIMBAL AXES OF THE STAR TRACKER
Referring to Figure 3, we note that each servo loop has two inputs, {}ST'
the star line angle coordinate relative to the telescope axis (z), and the
base or B-frame perturbation relative to inertial space, 8BI. The latter
is a dynamic load which the servo must copewith, and it is this motion
that is discussed here.
This motion• three dimensionally, is the small angle perturbation vector,
e , which resolved in the B-frame is, as previously indicated•
X
(CI)Y
E
Z
The perturbation component along the outer gimbal axes according to
Figure 1 for both trackers is e Along the inner gimbal axes it is
• M e '
e , y', y' beigh designated as the unit vector along the elevation axis for
both trackers. This axis, in general, is rotated away from the craft's
y-axis by the azimuth angle• a'.
C-I
Then from
e. x' 1 G 0
• y, = 0 cosa' sina'
c . z' 0 -sina' cosa'
£
X
E
Y
E
Z
(c -Za)
. y' = _ cos a' + _ sina t
y z
(C-Zb)
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APPENDIX D
TRACKER DETECTOR NOISE MODEL
Power spectral density measurements of the Bendix tracker detector
noise indicate that it is shaped like RC filter noise. That is with n(t)
as the noise injected into the servo loop ( see Figure 3), the spectrum is
of the form
N N
Sn(f) = 2fZ = (D-la)
1 + 41rZTn (I + 21rTnJf} 2
Sn( 0 )
I + 2_TnJf') Z
(D-Ib)
The tracker scale factor, KT, converting arc seconds into millivolts is
K T = 2. 9 mv/arc sec (D-Z)
Then writing n o for noise in angular units, and n v for noise in
voltage units,
n V = KTn e (D-3)
The mean square of the injected RC noise
Sn(0)
n = G(jf) df :--= (D-4)
4T 4T
n n
D-I
The white noise bandwidth, B , of a linear filter G(s), is defined as
For an RC filter
1
G(s) = 1 + T s ' (D-5b)
n
1
B -
n 4T
n
as indicated in (D-4)
The noise measurements showed (in angular units) that for a star of
visual magnitude, M V = 2.5,
2
She(0) = N o = 50 arc sec /cps
B = I0 cps
n
(D-6a)
Hence the time constant for the RC filter should be
T = .025 seconds
n
The mean square of the injected noise in angular units is then
--Z. c_a N e 2
n8 = _0Sn8 (f) df = --4T = 500 arc sec
n
which corresponds, in voltage units, to
-'_ 2--_ 2
n V = K Tn o = 4,205.0 my
(D-6b)
(D-Ta)
(D-7b)
D-2
The power density of the white noise which is the input to the RC filter
in angular units
2
N e = Sns(0) = 50 arc sec /cps (D-8a)
and in voltage units
N V = SnV(0) = KTZSn0(0) = 420.5 mvZ/cps (D-8b)
To summarize: With a scale factor as given by (D°2), a white noise
generator (WNG) attenuated to an output with a power density spectrum
evaluated according to (D-8B), followed by an RC filter with transfer
function,
1
Gnt'S) - 1 +.025ar (D-9)
will adequately simulate the detector noise due to a magnitude 2. 5 star.
D-3
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HORIZON SPECTROMETRY EXPERIMENT'
Computational Requirements
Appendices
A. Computations for Generating Error Signals from Orbital Data and
Strapdown Gyro System
B. Computations for Gyro Drift Correction
C. Relation Between Image Plane Error Signals and Gimbal Angle Errors
D. Initial Conditions
E. Base Motion Dynamic Loadin E of the Servos
1. Introduction
The scheme discussed in detail here is aimed at holding the spacecraft
with its roll axis along the ellipsoid vertical while the craft is commanded
to rotate about its roll axis, enabling an experimental package to sweep the
horizon.
The accuracy requirement, . 01 degrees error for the normal to the horizon,
precludes the use of horizon sensors, the best of which to date would track
the horizon vertical with an uncertainty of about 0.2 degrees. Limiting the
alternatives to fully developed and feasible instrumentation, a vertical with
the required accuracy may be obtained by orbital data combined with a gyro
reference coordinate frame as updated by star tracker data corrections.
(See Figure 1)
The orbital data is the geocentric position vector of the craft as resolved in
the selected inertial reference frame. The inertial reference frame is
chosen so that one axis is parallel to the earth's rotation axis. This is not
essential but in any case the earth's rotation axis must be known in the
inertial reference frame. One of the geocentric components then yields
geocentric latitude. Geocentric latitude is corrected by a stored correction
function based on the International Ellipsoid to give geodetic latitude. From
the other two geocentric components and the geodetic latitude, the direction
cosines of the geodetic or ellipsoid vertical as resolved in the selected in-
ertial frame are obtained.
4o I
A strapdown gyro system with initial conditions inserted by data from body
mounted star trarl_*"s ,_.._11 ....... I. .
...... ,..._y _Lao_snes the selected reference frame.
Intermittent transfer of tracker corrected direction cosines to the strapdown
system computer's initial conditions, with integration intervals limited to
those between updatings, limits the drift of the strapdown system reference
frame to the drift angles of the gyros accumulated in those intervals.
With the updated direction cosines defining the attitude between vehicle and
selected reference frame, the ellipsoid vertical error signals are computed
as the components of the ellipsoid unit vertical along two vehicle frame axes.
Differentiation of these error signals gives vertical error rates. Subtraction
of the roll rate gyro output by the constant command rate (as a computer
operation _- notlby precessing the gyro) yields the roll rate error signal,
while integration yields the roll error signal, iAs indicated in figure 1, the
roll error signals do not get the benefit of tracker corrective data since the
roll angle of the vehicle is not critical.
Figure 2 shows two star trackers mounted on extension brackets to the walls
of the vehicle with outer gimbal axes parallel to the roll axis. This mount-
ing is indicated because the roll of the vehicle as stars are being tracked
precludes the mounting indicated in the third Preliminary report. With the
latter mounting there would be risk of gimbal lock being approached and,
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concomitantly, unduly high gimbal rates. Secondly with the vehicle front
end pointed to the earth, the tail, pointing to the stars, is assumed to be
the location of a rocket motor.
As the vehicle rolls (for the mounting indicated) the star for each tracker
will be occulted for half the roll period by the vehicle itself. Since the
directions to each star must not be paralled and since data from two stars
are required, the interval over which the reference frame can be established
will be something less than half the roll period.
For a roll rate of 1 degree per second or a roll period of 6 minutes, data
intervals limited to 1 to 3 minutes can be expected.
If the horizon experiment is to be continued over several roll periods, this
implies a requirement of reacquisition and track for each tracker within its
three minute "seeing window". To do this, in fact to acquire the stars in
the first place, requires a separate command channel wherein the star co-
ordinates as referred to a physically available reference frame, would be
command signals. These command angles could then be transformed to
vehicle referred command angles and compared with the actual tracker
gimbal angles to close the loops. The implementation of this acquisition
function is not indicated since it has no bearing on the accuracy of the atti-
tude mode for this experiment.
It is quite feasible to carryout the updating function with one star tracker.
Assuming the availability of an acquisition con-,rnand channel, the single
tracker could acquire and track, in sequence, the two selected stars as the
vehicle rolls• The computational scheme would be functionally identical to
the dual tracking scheme. The only modification would be of a hardware
nature in that volatile storages would be required of tracker and gyro direc-
tion cosine data with appropriate synchronizations of data from these two
sensors• An accuracy penalty is incurred relative to a two-tracker scheme,
in that the computational scheme (identical to the two-tracker scheme) can-
not detect the gyro drift: accumulated in the time between storages in the two-
storage sequence. With data stored from both stars, correction is available,
and if the gyro drifts accumulated between sightings in the sequence is small
enough so as not to seriously compromise the vertical alignment the single
tracker sighting sequence technique should definitely be used.
The 18 PIRIG rate gyro can, by feasible compensation, achieve a drift rate
in orbit of about 0.07 degrees per hour. Assuming an interval of Z minutes
for the sighting and data storage sequence of the two stars, a drift angle of
• 00Z degrees for each gyro is accumulated and assuming an average angle
of 45 degrees between the total drift vector and vertical, the indicated verti-
cal would drift by (3 x . 00Z x sin 45 ° = . 00Z5 degrees. This would be the
degradation of the single tracker system accuracy relative to the t'wo-tracker
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system. For a goal of .01 degrees vertical error, the single-tracker scheme
appears acceptable. The simulation, for purposes of error effects, is prac-
tically identical to that of the two-tracker scheme, :hence results obtained
for the latter should be practically the same as for the former.
With the outer axis (azimuth) parallel to the roll axis, a relatively large
azimuth tracking error should be expected. Extrapolation of simulation re-
sults obtained for input ramps in the ball park of 1 degree per second into the
Bendix OAO tracker, indicate that the tracking error would be about 8 min-
utes of arc = . 13 degrees. However, because of the attitude mode called for,
namely, alignment of the roll axis with the vertical, and consequently align-
ment of the azimuth axis with the vertical due to the mounting, the weighting
by the computer of azimuth tracking errors toward indicated vertical errors
will, at most, be of second order. Hence the expected large azimuth track-
ing error, per se, is not an argument against rolling the vehicle to sweep
the horizon. More serious would be the electronic and computer complica-
tions in reacquiring the tracked stars following occultation by the vehicle roll.
The suggested alternative is to mount the experimental instrumentation on an
azimuth gimbal, and drive it relative to a roll stabilized vehicle ( see Figure 3).
The only difference between the simulation of this mode and that of the vehi-
cle roll command mode would be-
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(i) Equation (42) replaces (3).
(2) Equation (3) becomes the error rate signai for the experi-
mental package.
{ 3) The azimuth or sweep (z-axis) error of the package is
not available owing to the absence of a dynamic model of
the experimental package azimuth loop.
The mounting as indicated for this experiment is required, while the mount-
ing indicated for the Inertial Mode Experiment cannot be used for this experi-
ment. Either mounting can be used for the Inertial Mode Experiment. Hence
this mounting is to be regarded as superseding the previous mounting. While
this would require a modification of the computations that were indicated in
the Third Report, the RMS values of attitude errors found from the _ndicated
computation are in no way invalidated, since the modification of the mounting
would lead only to different components of vector equations being utilized,
but not to any change in geometric resolution, on the average, in the choices
of the two stars.
The requirement of four tracker data channels for this mode (two azimuths
and two elevations) as against three for the inertial mode, is dictated by
considerations of degeneracy in the computation as the vehicle rotates, due
to orbital motion and roll, relative to inertial space.
_4.'6
The figures of merit of the attitude control system are the RI_IS values of
(28) and ( 29), true vertical errars, and (30) true roll error for the rolled
vehicle mode ( para. 2.2).
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Q2.1
2.1.!
Computational Requirements
On-board Computations of Error Signals
Error Signals
El ¸
x = m'i2 ZEx I +m'22 ZEy I +m'32 zEZ I
E l
y ._--(m' +m'Zl +m'ii ZExI ZEyI 31 ZEzI )
c' t ( )
z =;0 Wz "_ cz dt'
(i)
(z)
(3)
2. I. 2 I-frame components of ellipsoid vertical vector
ZExl = -sin _ cos k
ZEyl =
ZEzi =
-sin k
- cos _ cos k
(4)
(s)
(6)
2.1.3
.2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
Longitude
w
sin _ =
42 2
u +w
cos _ = u
/u Z + w 2 •
Geodetic or ellipsoidal latitude
k=k R + _k
(7)
(8)
(9)
Geocentric latitude
kR." sin-I (V._..._
_rj
Correction of geocentric latitude
= .003373 sin 2k R
(in radians)
(lO)
+ .000006 sin 4 _k R (1])
u, v, w - - frame components of craft's geocentric vecotr, r/
u, w - equatorial plane components, _
v - polar axis compDnent
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_ 1 7 Tracker updated direction cosines of gyro strapdown system
t
m' = e (-W m, ÷W rn:12 ) dr' +msl I (tk)
II jt k y ---13 z
t
m! - "_¥z12 ftk ( m'll +W x m'13 ) dt' +msl 2 (tk)
m' t
= (_.Wx m'12 +Wy m'll ) dr'
13 ft k
+ms 13 (tk)
t
m'21 =;t (-Wk Y m'23
+W m'22 ) dt' +ms21 (tk)
t
m' - (-W + W )
2Z .;tk z m'z1 x m'z3 dt' +ms22 (tk)
m,23 = ft ( _W + W dt'
tk x m'22 y m'21) +ms23 (tk)
m' t (.Wy m,33 + W ) dt' (tk)
31 = ft k z m!32 +ms31
m' t
32 - f (-Wz m'31 + W m' s32x 33) dt' +m (tk)
tk
t
= (-.W x m'32 + W m' 1)dt'
m'33 ftk y 3 +%33 (tk)
(iz)
where tkis the time of the kth updating, and tk < t < tk+l
W , W , W
x y z
- outputs of strapdown rate gyros.
,4.10
2.1.8 Rate Gyro Error Models
Wx = t_x -co (13)
W - _ -c o (14)
Y Y
w z -c (is)Z 0
co (drift rate) = 0.07 degrees per hour
2.1.9 Tracker corrected direction cosines of gyro strapdown system
m = %m t
sll .11 -m'21 5zI +m'31 5yI
m - +mt
s12 12 -m'22 6zI +m'32 5yI
m : Jrm v
s13 13 -m'23 6zI +m'33 5yI
ms21 = +m'll 6zi +m'21 -m'31 6xl (16)
ms22 = +m'12 8zl +m'22 -m'32 8xl
ms33 = +m'13 5zl +m'23
-m'33 5xI
ms31
m
s32
ms33
= -m'll 6yI +m'21 8xI +m'31
= -m'12 6y I +m'22 8y I +m'32
= -m'13 8y I +m'23 5zi +m'33
i
4_Ii
• " ... •
) 1 I0
e,_! . Gyro drift angle components
1
6, =7,' ( SZx i u. - s Uzzx_ iz ix_ )
1
6xi = _, ( S2y I u 1 - sz lyI U2z )
1
5-.I = _ (_1 Ulx + a2 ul-. + a3u2-.)
(,,7)
(18)
(19)
2.1.11 Error vector components
Ulx = Slx G -Slx I (zo)
Ulz = Slz G -Slz I
2.1.12
UZz = S2z G -SZz I
G-frame components of tracked star line vectors
: m' 8' +m' 8' +m'13 s's IxG 11 Ix 1Z ly Iz
Slz G = m'31 s' +m s' s'Ix '32 ly +m'33 Iz
= m' 3 s' +m' s' +m'33 s'S2zG 1 2x 32 2y 22
(zz)
(23)
(24)
(25)
2.1.13 B-frame components of tracked star line vectors
s' = -cos e'1 sin a'Ix 1
8'ly = cos e'1 cos a'
s ' = -sin e'
Iz 1
(26)
4.1Z
Sl = -COS e I sin a I
2x 2 2
St2y = COS el 2 C08 a w2
S I = -sin e I2z 2
(z7)
2.].]4
A!
A 2
_3
e I
azimuth) from two trackers.
Stored constants
= (cos El) 2cos E 2
A' = cos E 1 cos E 2
= -cos E 1 cos E 2
= -cos £2 cos A 2
1 ' a!l , e'2 ' a_2 -gimbal angle data ( elevation and
cos A 1 sin(A 1 - A2)
sin (A 1 -A2)
sin (Ai -Az)
sin E I
= cos E I cos A 1 sin E 1
Slx I = - cos E 1 sin A 1
Sly I = cos E 1 cos A 1
s 1 zI = sin E 1
S
2xI = - cos E 2 sinA 2
S
2yI = cos E 2 cos A 2
S2z I = -sin E 2
4,13
Z. 2 True Angular Perturbations Referred to Command Coordinate
2.2.1
2.2.2
Frame (Bc).
B-frame components
e = m I +mzz +m32x 2 ZExl ZEyl ZEzI
(28)
- m +m2 +m31 ZEe ._( "11 ZExI 1 ZEyI zI)Y
(29)
t -n ) dt' (30)
=J' czE Z
0
True direction cosines
roll =; +_ m I ) dt' +m I .,z 2 10
o l
( "f_y m13
t ml ) dt' +m 1
mi2 -fo ( "_z I +_x m13 20
f
(31)
t +t_ m 3 ) dr'm33 =J_ (-_x m3z y 1 +m330
0
( These 9 equations follow the same form as for (12)
'%
4. 14
' j
2.3.2
2.3.3
Star Tracker Error Model
Boresighted gimbal angles
a I
-I
= tan
1"ly/
\
Its n
I / \
[m +m21 +m 3 Slzi11 SlxI SlyI 1
t-_m12 Slxi +m22 Sly I +m32 SlzI//
e I = _sin -1 (Slz) = -sin-llmi31Slx I+m23 Sly I +m33 SlzI)
nI
°2y /
roll S2xI +m21 S2y I +m31 S2zi' i
m12 S2x I +m22 S2y I +m32 s2zi/
(32)
(33)
(34)
-1 -1
e 2 = -sin (S2z) = - sin (m13 s2x I +m23 S2y I +m33 S2zi) (35)
Image plane error signals
AXl = (a' = Aa 1 cos1 -al) cos e 1 e 1
Ay 1 = e' 1 -e I = Ae 1
Ax 2 = (a' 2 - a2) cos e 2 = Aa 2 cos e 2
(it !
Ay 2 = e' 2 - e 2 = Ae 2
Base motion loading of servos
t
=_o ' sin a' )_xT ( _x cos a + (_y
( inner axis)
t
z = _ _z dt' (outer axis)
"'0
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
4_1.5
2.4
2.5
Detector Noise Model and Servo Loops
( exactly as stated in third Preliminary Report with difference that
2 azimuth and 2 elevation servos require simulation for this experi-
ment - see figure 7 and 8)
Roll Error Signal for Roll Stabilized Vehicle ( using sweep of gim-
balled experimental pac.kage)
t
e ' = _" W dt'z z (4z)0
( replaced equation (3) )
4._16
Geocentric
Position
(I-Frruae )
_ | (4),(5),(6),
(7),(8),(9),
(Io),(11)
q
Ellil_otd Vertical
(%)Z
Rate Gyro Data
W
x
W
Y
z
Roll Rate
cz
Star Tracker Data
J t
_l el
' Q'
2, 2
_tar Coordinates
(I - Fr_se)
(12) I
msij (tk)
W_ - _cz
Initial
Condition
itch
sis
i (16)
(6t,I
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Appendix A
Computations for Generating Error Signals from Orbital Data and Strapdown
Gyro System Data
The error signals are the components along vehicle frame axes (B) of the
small angle indicated error vector (_) B of the B-frame referred to the
commanded frame, B , This frame, (x
C C
to the ellipsoid orbit frame, E (x E , YE '
' Yc ' Zc ) is specified in relation
z E ) by alignment of its z -axisC
with the zE=axis of the E-frame. The angular velocity of the B -framec
relative to the E-frame is then to be the command rate, _cz ' about the
common z-axls. The E-frame is related to the geocentrics orbit frame,
R (x R , YR ' ZR ) by a small right hand rotation L_, about the common x-axis
of the E and R frames (see figures 2-a and 2-b). With P as the position of
the spacecraft, the meridian plane of the position, PC]_, lies at a longitude,
, relative to the z I-axis. The longitude is a right hand rotation about YI'
while both the geocentric and geodetic latitudes, k and k, are right hand
C
rotations about x I. The geodetic latitude is the angle between the ellipsoid
vertical and the equatorial plane.
• :" i,
The [-frame is indicated with its Yi-axis along the earth's axis of rotation
. • _. zi _axis,while its x[- and z I- axis lie in the equatorial plane The the longi-
tude reference, is arbitrary. In fact, the alignment of the yl-axis with the
earth rate vector is only a matter of computational convenience since the
computation here must involve a latitude determination.
The geocentric unit vertical of the spacecraft is indicated as _R while the
geodetic or ellipsoid vertical is _E"
The orbital information required is the geocentric position vector of the
craft resolved in the I-frame,
7) u( I = :'vlw (A-I)
k N
then
, U '
(zR) = _ I v i[ _ w (A-Z)
In terms of longitude, _ , and geocentric latitude, x R, the geocentric
vertical is then
-/sing COS kRl
i sin k R
cos @ cos kR
(A-3)
A.Z
The ellipsoid unit vertical,
_z) - sin ¢ cos ×- (A-4)
I
sin k
cos _ cos k i
/'
with the difference between geodetic or ellipsoid lattitude and geocentric latitude,
k ,= k R + Ak
Ak (radians) = . 003373 sin 2k R + . 000006 sin 4k R
(A-Sa)
(A-5b)
This correction is strictly correct only at the earthts surface. For altitudes
limited to 200 nautical miles, it is for these purposes good enough.
From (A-Z) and (A-3)
V
kR : sin -(_- ) (A-6a)
COS _ : W
/u I+ w_ ( A-6b )
sin _ : u
/u 2 + w 2 ( A-6c)
Equations (A-4) through (A-6c) yield the I=frame components of the unit
ZE in terms of the components of the geocentriceUipsoid vertical, ( ) I '
--t
position vector of the craft, (r) I"
A.3
Denoting the gyro indicated error signals, as i' , E'
x y
error matrix is
M'
=[I E' 'B B -6
c z y
-E t
Z I
E' the indicated
, |
Z
E !
x (A-7a)
E ! -E I
y x !
This results from three successive small angle rotations about successive axes.
The true error matrix,
MB B =
c
1 E -E
z y
-E E
z 1 :x (A-7b)
Cy -Cx 1 ,
L
This matrix can be decomposed into three matrices,
MB B = MBoB MEB MB E , (A-8)
C O C
The roles of the B o, B c, and E frames are placed in evidence by resolving
their relative angular velocities. The angular velocity of the vehicle frame,
B, relative to the commanded frame, B c , is the sum of the angular velocities,
J
6BB : aBB + z + (Ag)
C O O C
A.4
Resolving,
..=)
_BB ,
\ 0 :
Bo
0
0
r
E
XO
yo
, 0
'f/BB=; !
,_ O, B
(A-I 0a)
(A-10b)
_EB _ = 0 = EB
c 0 _ c B
' C
CZ '
(A10-c)
From the preceding it may be noted that B is the frame which extracts only
o
the vertical errors of the B frame. That is, it is the B-frame without the
z axis spin.
Defining,
t
Gf
z fo Oz dt' (A-lla)
t
Pcz = _o Ocz dt' = Ocz t (A-llb)
ME B
c
: I cos a sin a:J
z z
i
i " sin_ cos _r:
z zi
I
I 0 0
which is the expansion of (A-8).
0
0
1 e
A. 5
1 0 -e cos @ -sin _ 0
yO: • cz Cz
0 1 e sin a sin a 0
XO _ CZ CZ
-e 1 _, 0 0 1
yo xo
(A-IZ),
This result may be rigorously confirmed by properly applying (B-9) of the
Second Preliminary Report. As inferred, _ and _ are the small angle
xo yo
errors about the x - and Yo " axes between the non-spinning B -frame andO O
the reference E-frame.
Neglecting second order terms in equating the right side of (A-IZ) with the
right side of (A-7b), there results
= cos a E + sin@ E
x z xo m yo
E = -- sin c_ E cos _ E
y z xo + z yo
(A-13)
E = G - _ = GtZ "_CZ Z CZ Zt
By definition,
MEB o x x " YE x .zE0 " XE o o
Yo "XE etc. (A-14)
Zo "XE
Referring to the middle matrix on the right side of (A-IZ)
xo = Yo "ZE
Ey O = " X .Zo E
(A Is)
A.6
11 0 _'_4" "4""S_b .... u_lng into ( A-13), in the B frame using the
-=_ ==@
and resolving x ando Yo
first matrix on the right si_ ..f(A '_'..... -._], one obtains
e x = y" ZE = ZEy
E "
y " XE.Z_ E = -ZEx
, =a -O t
Z z CZ"
(A-,6)
..#
( SE! = MIB (;E) I
13
, 4"u2 + w 2
J
sin sin
W
COS
/u 2 + w z
k .-...
COS
-I
v',_ +
.r
sin ,v!
L ir- 
\
Ak
J
sin -Iv_ + Ak _
! I"," ',
+ Ak',
.J
as written out explicitly, using (A-4) through (A-6c).
(A-iv)
(A-18)
The elements of MIB are closely approximated by the gyro drifting solutions
of the strapdown system, MGB. Taking note that M IB is the inverse of MBI
whose ordered array is indicated in Appendix D of the Second Preliminary
Report,
_t = Z I
x Ey = m'IZ ZEx[ + m'22 ZEyl + m'3z ZEzl (A-19)
E' = -z' = - ( + m' + )
y Ex m'll zF_I 21 ZEy[ m'31 ZEzI
"t
c' = Wz dt' - Oczt
Z O
A. 7
where m' are the elements of MGB , and the indicated rate of the - "1 ' z axls gyro,
w -- t_ z -c (A-20)Z O '
where c is the drift of the z axis gyro.O
A° 8
Appendix B
Computations for Gyro Drift Correction by Star Tracker Data.
The indicated azimuth and elevation from one star tracker, a' I , e' I , and
the corresponding coordinates from the second tracker, a' 2 , e' 2 , are the
required data. Referring to figure l, a t is a right hand rotation about the
B-frameVs z-axis with the y-axis as zero reference, while e' is a left hand
rotation about the x'-axis, with y' as the zero reference. Then resolved in
the B-frame the indicated star line vectors are
( S*l )B = - cos e'l sina' l
COS e' 1 cos a' 1
-sin e'1 /._
- cos e'2 sina' 2 !
COS e' 2 cos a'2 i
-sin e '
\ 2
, \
= //s Ix
S'ly
S'
lz
\
S'
= ,
s '2y
2z
\
(B-l)
The tracker's star line vectors, s' 1 and s'2, differ from the boresighted
vectors, s I and _2 ' by. the closed loop boresight errors r.es_l.ting from
detector "noise and servo lags.
B. I
The B-frame resolutions are related to the l-frame resolutions by
(-_I)B = MOB MIG (B-'I)I (B-Za)
(_2) B = MGB MIG ( s'2) I (B-2b)
In the I-frame, the resolutions of the two selected stars are known in ad-
vance of any tracking data via their coordinates A 1 , E 1 and A 2 , E 2,
Defining these rotations relative to the I-frame, analogous to that resulting
in (B-I),
(_l)i = Slx I = cos E l sina I
(sz) I
$
lyI
S
\ IzIj
! 2yI ,
I
S
' 2zI
'\ /
i
cos E 1 cos A 1 .,
i
i
-sin E 1 ./
-cos E 2 sin A 2
cos E 2 cos A 2
-sin E 2
/
¢B-3)
'2/'_
The matrix, M1G,
. MIG =
may be recognized as the gyro drift matrix,
1
-Szi
5zi "Sy I
1 5xi
5y I -Sxi 1
Where the small, angle gyro drift vector,
(aG)I : 6xi
(B-4)
5yI
5zl
The gyro strapdown solution matrix
MGB m'll m'21
m'12 m'22
m'13 m'23
m !
31
m'32
m w
33
(B-S)
(B-6)
Bo3
If the x- and z- components of (B-2a) and the z-component of (B-2b) are
• i
used, the three constraints suffice to determine the three components of
the drift vector by means of the tracker data, e'l ' al' and e 2.' Because
such a determination involves a variable determinant in the denominator
with no guarantee that it not go to zero,an alternative, involving the four
tracking coordinates from the two stars, is employed here. Applying the
inverse of MGB to both sides of (B-2),
s lxG
S
s I G = l.yG
S. lz G
\
MBG (_1) B =.=MIG (Sl) I (B-7a)
a, MB G (s _ )B
S2xG
s2 G = s2y G
S
2zG
MBG {sz)B
==6
=MIG (S_)G(B-7b)
_-MBG (;'2) B
B. 4
Using the x- G and z- G components of (B-Ta) and the z- G components of
(B-7b),
Slx_ . =Six I + 5zi Sly I - 5y I SlzI
S
IzG
|
=5 s s +
yl Ixl " 5xl lyl Slzl / (B-8)
S2z G = 5yi S2xI " 5xi S2yl + S2zI
/
Solving for the drift components in (B-B.),
I
6xI = -_' (s2 xI Ulz " S lxI U2z)
5 1
yI = _-"'T (SZy I Ulz "Sty I U2z ) (B=9.)
5 1
zI = _" (_1 Ulx +L_2 Ulz +L_ U2z )
B, 5
Ulx = SlxG - SlxI
Ulz - SlzG - SlzI . (B.-IO)
1
U2z = S2z G "S2z I
= mll s v ÷ m .I s v + m v s vs lxG 1 lx 12 ly 13 iz
• S v + m v S I + 'n"] S v
SlzG = m31 l x 32 ly 33 !z (B-11)
S2z G _- m_ s' +m' s,2 + m' s'I 2x 32 y 33 2z
The constants A, A', A 1 , Z_2, and A 3 are given in section 2. I.
The remaining constants of (B-9 ) are given in (B-3). The errors in
the approximation indicated in {B-II) which is the expansion of the approx-
imations in (B-7), reflecting boresight errors of the trackers, remain
bounded unlike the gyro drift errors which the tracker updating system is
required to correct.
B.6
As indicated in the Third Preliminary Report, Appendix A, the magnitudes
of the determinants, A and A' , are a measure of the geometric res-
olution afforded by the two star lines. For E l = 0° I AI = 45° l
E 2 = 45° 1 A I = 0 °,
the determinants are
the star lines are 60 degrees apart,
= .355, and A! = .500.
and the valaes of
Having solved for the gyro drift angle components, the correct I to B
transformation elements can be computed.
MIB = MGB MIG , (B-14}
where MIG is the drift matrix as given by (B-6). Were it not for noise and
dynamic lags in the servo loops of the trackers, the computation given by
(B-If), (B-12), and (B-13) wouldlead to the exact drift matrix. Since the
computation depends on the vehicle referred indicated gimb_1 angles, errors
are incurred in determining the gyro drift as cited and instead of (B-14),
we obtain the close approximation, bounded in error,
MSB = MGB MSG _-- MIB , (B-15)
Bo7
The S-frame, as determined from the star tracker data, differs from the
desired I-frame as a result of the noise and dynamic lag errors in the
tracking.
by ( B-61.
The matrix, MSG, is the tracker data version of MIG as given
Referring to (B-6) and (B-8), and denoting the elements of the
matrix,
m
sll ms21 ms31
MSB =
m
sI2
m
s13
etc.
(B-16)
B.8
m = +m' - yIsll 11 m'21 5zI + m'31 6
m = +m' 5zI + m' 6y Is12 12 " m'22 32
m
s13 = +m113 " m'23 6zl +m_33 6yI
m = +m I
s21 II 5zl +re'Z1 " m'31 5xl (B-17)
m = +m' 6zi +m' - m' 6s22 12 22 32 xI
m = + m' + - m' 6
s23 13 6zI m'23 33 xI
m = -m' 6y I + 6 + m's31 11 m'21 xI 31
m = -m' 6y I + m'z2 6 +m's32 12 xI 32
m = -m' 6y I + m,23 6 + m's33 13 xI 33
The strap down system direction cosines, m _ drift in accordance with
ij'
gyro drift. The elements corrected for gyro drift, msi J , are to be used
intermittently in resetting the initial conditions of the strap down gyro
computer. The computer's outputs, m_ij , will thensuffer gyro drift effects
only for the durations between resettings, or updatings. Specifically, if
tk is the instant of the k th updating, the solutions between the k th and
k + 1 th _pdatings are:
B.9
r_'ll
t t
t
+-w_ iz)
"k s
B. IO
J
APPENDIX C
Relation Between Image Plane Error Signal_ and Gimbal Angle Errors
Referring to Figure I, the image plane of the T_frame is the x T - z T plane
with YT along the optic axis. The rotations, a' and e', which takes the B-frame
into the T-frame has been defined in Appendix A. With the T-frame boresighted
to the star, the corresponding rotations are the boresight angles, a and e.
Then
_. -cos e sin a
(S)B = cos e cos a (C-l)
-sin e
(S)T = Z_x. = (MBT)(S) B1
Az
)
il 0 0 i cos a' sin a' O!
0 cos e' -sin e' ! -sin a' cos a' 0
0 sirr e_ " cos e' 0 0 1'
" \L
/-cos e sir. a
i COS e COS a
, -sin e '
(c-z)
Using small angle approximations,
Ax = (a'-a) cos e = Aa cos e
(c-3)
Az = et-e = Ae
This result is of the same nature as the result (B_3b) of the Third Preliminary
Report, the difference being due to the different mountings of the trackers
on the vehicle.
L
C.I
APPENDIX D
INITIAL CONDITIONS
The initial direction of the ellipsoid vertical
cos k u
._ sin _0 0 1 0
ZE(0) = - sin k : = " r"o v (D-I)
I o o
cos cos x. wo0
/"
the problem can be initiated for _o = 0,For convenience, k = 0, that is,O
as the spacecraft crosses the equator at 0 longitude, where the longitude
reference in relation to the earth, is arbitrary. Then k c (0) = 0, Ak =0,O
u o = 0, v ° = 0 and w o = r , which• is the sum of the earth equatorial radius
O
and the spacecraft altitude.
Initial conditions must be set into the strapdown computer before star tracker
corrected direction cosines, msi , (tk) , supercede them. These initial conditions
are required to initiate the operation of the computer. They need only be the
elements of an orthogonal matrix, and in no way, are required to resemble
the elements corresponding to the initial vehicle attitude. Referring to
Figure 3, it may be noted that a feedback system encloses the gyro strapdown
computer, the gyro drift computer, and the updated direction cosines. The
inputs to this system are the star tracker data and the star coordinates as
seen in the selected reference frame. The error signals are the gyro drift
"i "' ..
• i;:
D. 1
The outputs are the outputs of the strapdown computer. Hence for any initial
conditions which are elements of an orthogona! matrix, after the initial con-
dition switch is closed (closing the loop), the input data will force the strapdown
computer's outputs to match the updated direction cosines with a consequent
nulling of the error signals, the computed gyro drift. To put it another way,
with the loop closed, the gyro drift computer cannot distinguish between
gyro drift and initial misalignment of the strapdown computer's reference frame.
It sees however the difference between the alignment of the computer's reference
frame and the alignment required by the combination of vehicle referred star coor-
dinates and star coordinates as seen in the required reference frame, and conse-
quently generates error signals. The fact that the gyro drift computer updated
direction cosines computers are based on linear approximations allowed by
small angle misalignrnents, only implies that for large initial misalignment
of the_ initial conditions, the feedback system will suffer a transient saturatfon,
the duration of which depends on the speed of the digital computation and the
amount of the misalignment. If this transient saturation is to be avoided, a
si_ggested initial condition matrix is
ms 11(0) msl2 (0) msl 3 (0)
msz 1 (0) ms 22(0) m s 23(0)
ms31(0) ms32(0) ms33(0)
D. 2
1 O 0
::O -1 0
0 0 -1
(D-2)
xi'x o xi':Y o xi,z 0
= Yi.Xo etc.
zI'x b
These values correspond to an exact alignment of the computer's reference !
frame. 7 However, any other initial condition orthogonal matrix will evehtually
be aligned with the initial condition switch closed. After alignment has been
attained, that is the error signals nulled, the switch is to be open corresponding
to the time gyro data alone will be used in establishing the reference frame,
and closed rnomentarily, corresponding to the availability of star tracker data.
For the roll command mode, with its periodic occulations, a conservative
estimate is that tracker data will be available for one minute out of the six
minute ro11 periods. For the roll stabilized mode, tracker data will be con-
tinuously available, and should be used continuously provided tracker detector
noise is no problem for the vehicle control system. Otherwise it is to be
used intermittently in an updating mode, and at intervals dictated by accuracy
requirements and gyro drift.
APPENDIX E
Base Motion Dynamic Loading of the Servos
Unlike the base motion loading of the inner and outer axis servos in the
...... -
inertial attitude mode discussed in the third Preliminary Report, the base
motions for this experiment are large angle excursions on the spacecraft
transverse axes, and an ever increasing ramp with time on the roll axis.
Hence, small angle approximations d0n't hold here, and instead, components
along gimbal axes of the spacecraft's inertial angular velocity are found
first. This angular velocity, which is determined as solutions of the craftls
equations of motion,
(°)•°iB II IE-])
leads to -_ "*
x T
x cos a' + _y sin a' (E-Z)
as the componentalong the inner gimbal axis, and
--b _-D
fl .z = _i z , (E-3)
as the component along the outer gimbal axis._ Then the rotational loading
of the servos for the inner and out er axis servos are respectively,
t_ ai ai .
= cos +G sin ) dr' _ ¿E-4)
a;xT f(o x Y
•<..i.•,_ . . ..•-.. i•
.. . ' . . .
. .. ": ":= .
t= r' n dt' (E-5)
z ' o z
The angle _xT will be periodic ( ignoring perturbations due to disturbances
and variation of the azimuth angle, a') and will be the sum of two indepen-
dent sine waves, a long wave corresponding to the period of the orbit and a
short wave corresponding to the period of the craft's roll angle. For a roll
rate of I degree per second, the latter period will be 6 minutes.
The angle, axT ( ignoring perturbations) will be a ramp in time,
from the commanded roll rate of 1 degree per second.
r e S ulting
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V. MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT
1. Introduction
2. Computational Requirements
Appendice s
A. True Error Angles
B. Horizon Sensor Error Model
C. Gyrocompassing Constraints and Rate Error Signals
I. Introduction
The allowance of 0.5 degrees vertical error and 0.i degrees per second
vertical rate error permits the use of an advanced horizon sensor with
expectation of good margin of safety. This sensor will yield the vertical
error signals (pitch and roll). Because the sensor, in orbit, would scan
three or four points of the horizon depending on sun presence, as filtered
through a narrow spectral passband, the sensor generates error signals
relative to the ellipsoid or geodetic vertical, for all practical purposes.
Errors associated with the horizon sensor are an instrument null error,
horizon anomalies which are due to the information channel and not to the
instrument, output noise, and geometric cross-coupling. The last two are
quite negligible. The anomaly, though random, is expected to vary slowly.
There is no data on its spatial autocorrelation, and hence, the bandwidth
as generated by an orbiting horizon sensor is unknown. It was, therefore,
modelled as a constant bias error at its known RMS uncertainty. The
instrument null error is a bias error and is the RSS of all main sources
of error as provided by the manufacturer. The bias error quantity appearing
in Equations (I) and (2) of 2.1.1 is the RSS of the horizon anomaly and the
instrument null error.
Three strapdown rate gyros furnish rate error signals. One of these gyros
(roll), in addition, provides the yaw error signal which is enabled by the
yaw error coupling with the orbital rate of an assumed roll stabilized
vehicle. The discussion on this gyrocompassing technique follows from the
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discussion in Section A.2 of "Task Area IV, MORL System Improvement Study"
Book 3_ Douglas Aircraft Company.
Of the rate error signals, the pitch rate error signal needs examination
as to its effect on attitude accuracy via, the simulation program for the
attitude mode of this experiment. As explained in Appendix C, the avoid-
ance of significant complication in the on-board system will lead to a small
oscillation in pitch error at harmonics of the orbital frequency. The
amplitudes of these harmonics depend on the relative weighting of gains
for indicated pitch and pitch rate, and are thus not predictable. The pitch
rate error signal is then tentatively indicated as a biasing of the pitch
rate gyro output with the geocentric orbital rate, a constant for a circular
orbit.
The drift rates of the gyros (18. P.I.R.I.G.) are those indicated for the
horizon spectrometry experiment, and while such accuracy may not be needed
for this experiment, the most demanding of the experiments must determine
its accuracy.
The on-board system and the overall simulation requirement is the simplest
of the four discussed in this contract.
5.2
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2.1.1
Computational Requirements
On-Board System
Horizon Sensor (showing dynamic lag)
1.OO8
ExCs) = pqs) -- i + .O6s _xCs) + _ /"
P
1.008
c'(s) = _tCs) = zz 1 + .o6e ¢ (s) + _R/L
_P = _R = 6.4 x 10 -4 radians
(i)
(a)
2.1.2 Gyrocompassing Error Signal
f J
¢ = Y = W
y z
(3)
2.1.3 Rate Error Signals
E I = =
X
I f
Y
iJ J
Z
W .
Y
W
Z
(4)
(5)
(6)
2.2 True Error Angles
ex = -m22 sin _ + m32 cos
ty = m13 cos k -m23 cos _ sin k --_3 sin _ s£n k
Cz = mll sin k + m21 cos _ cos k + m31 sin _ sin k
k = kR +Ak
_k = .003373 sin 2X R + .000006 sin 4k R
(7)
(8)
(9)
(I0)
(n)
5.3
-i /x"
: - ! (12)kR : sin
_ r
cos _ =Jy2 + z2 (13)
Z
J
sine =/y2 + z2 (i_ )
f
2 2 2
r = jx +y + z (15)
(x, y, z - I- frame components of geocentric position and required
as input profiles to the simulation, analogous to U, V, W of Fourth
Preliminary Report).
(True Direction Cosines)-Equation, (31) of Fourth Preliminary
mij
Report
2.3 Suggested Initial Conditions
for ¢ (0), x (o) : o,
x(0) = o, 3(0) = o, y(O) : r(O)
For an orbital declination of 45 °,
mllO m120 m130
m210 m220 m230
m310 m320 m330
1
l 0
1
m
JF
0 1 0
0
1 1
n
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2.4 Additional Definitions
Y, Z - equatorial plane components
X - polar axis component
r - geocentric distance of vehicle
- longitude referred to YI - axis
kR - geocentric latitude
A -gecdetic latitude
_k - latitude corrective function
= P - true pitch error
X
s = R - true roll error
Z
_p - pitch bias error (horizon scanner)
_R " roll bias error (horizon scanner)
_x' = P' - indicated pitch error
• ' = R' - indicated roll error
z
e ' = Y' - indicated yaw error
Y
- pitch rate gyro output
X
- yaw rate gyro output
Y
- roll rate gyro output (used also as yaw error signal)
Z
- circular orbit angular rate for geocentric vertical c
C
(practica!ly, reciprocal of orbital period)
c - rate gyro drift rate
0
D x, Dy, D z - vehicle frame components of vehicle frame angular
velocity relative to inertial frame
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True Error Angles
The command coordinate frame is designated as the Bc-frame (xc, Yc' Zc)'
with Yc as the ellipsoid or geodetic vertical, x c as the normal to the
orbital plane, and zc lying in the orbital plane (see Figure i). For a
circular orbit, zc is parallel to the orbital velocity. The Bc-frame
in this report is aligned parallel to the E-frame of the Fourth Preliminary
Report, the difference being in the sense of the vertical and in the desig-
nation of axes. Note also the difference in the designation of axes for
the inertial frame here as compared with that of the Fourth Report. These
differences stem from adapting to the two attitude modes and the need to
designate the vehicle frame (B - x, y, z) with the z-axis as the roll axis
for both modes. The difference in the I-frames causes no computing com-
plication in handling both modes, since the I-frame in this experiment i8
not established in the on-board system via a rate gyro fed direction cosine
computer. Moreove_ orbital data is not used here to establish a vertical
in the on-board system. However, orbital data is required as input profiles
to establish c_straints required for obtaining the true angular deviations,
Cx' Cy' Cz' of the vehicle in the simulation program. With r as the geocentric
vector, its components in the I-frame are
If
x
-I
The geocentric vertical,
/
(SR) I ! cos @ COS kRl (A-Ib)
sin _ sin XR
Comparing (A-la) and (A-ib) with (A-l) and (A-3) of the Fourth Preliminary
Report, it may be seen that the geocentric coordinates in this report are
related to those of the Fourth Report by
Iy=w
Z =U
(A-2)
Thus, for a given orbit, the coordinate profiles determined for the previous
I-frame alignment, yield very easily these profiles for the I-frame alignment
given in Figure I.
For small angular deviations, the true error matrix
MB B
c
I £ -£
Z y
-¢ 1 c
z x
¢ -£ 1
y x
(A-3)
A. 2
MB B - MIB MB I
C ¢
(A-_)
MIB
m
MB I
F
x.x I
-- y.x I
z.x I
roll
i m12
I
l
!
L m13
r cos A
-sos _ sin
-sin @ sin k
x • YI
etc.
mal
etc.
m31
sin_
cos _ cos
sin _ cos k
0
-sin
cos
(A-_)
(A-_b)
(As may be noted from Figure 1, the above transformation is obtained by a
rotation, k, about _, followed by a rotation, -_ about _. )
Substituting (A-4a) and (A-4B) into (A-4), and equating with the right side
of (A-3), there results
Cx = -ma2 sin _ + m32 cos
Cy = m13 cos k - m23 cos _ sin k - m33
Ez = mll sin k + m21 cos _ cos k + m31
sin g sin
sin _ sin
(A-5)
: A. 3
Again referring to Figure l,
¢x " true pitch error
¢ - true yaw error
Y
¢ - true roll error.
Z
Thus ¢ and ¢ are the true vertical errors, whose RMS values are figures
X Z
of merit, mainly of the horizon sensor, while ¢ is the figure of merit of
Y
the gyrocompassing constraint as established mainly by the roll channel of
the horizon sensor and the roll rate gyro.
From (A-la)and (A-Ib),
k = sin -I /x
r ,,r •
cos _ = [ 2 a
4 y + z
(A-6)
As given in the Fourth Report, the geodetic or ellipsoid latitude, k, as
related to the geocentric latitude, kR, by
_ = .OO3373 sin 2k R + .000006 sin 4_ R
CA-7 )
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With (A-6) and (A-7) substituted into (A-5), and with the true direction
cosines, mij, obtained by (31) of the Fourth Report, the translational
inputs, x, y, z, and the rotational inputs, _x' _%' and "_z' yield the
true error angles.
A.5
APPENDIX B
Horizon Sensor Error Model
The Advanced Orbital Geophysical Observatory Horizon Sensor System made
by Advanced Technology Division of American-Standard has been chosen as
the horizon sensor for this experiment, on the basis of accuracy.
It is strapped to the vehicle and yields roll error, R', and pitch error, PJ.
It.has a time constant for each channel of .06 seconds.
Its output noise per channel is .0067 degrees _S, and distributed over a
noise bandwidth from 0.0 to 0.05 cps. While this narrow band noise will
probably be passed by the vehicle control system unattenuated, its _ value
is negligible compared to other error sources and can, therefore, be ignored.
The Pd4S instrument null error, due to all sources, at altitude for which
compensation is made, is
_I = .033 degrees
The horizon uncertainty due to horizon anomalies, at about 200 n. mi.
altitude, using a newly developed narrow spectral passband filter (i_ to
15.9 microns ), has an RMS value •
_H = .O15 degrees
B-1
The instrument null error is the nature of a bias error. The horizon
.........j error is random, but estimated to be so slowly varying as the sensor
orbits over the earth, as to be practically also of a fixed bias nature,
For each of the two channels, the effective null error, n, taken as the
RSS of nI and nH is then for roll and pitch each
np = nR = .036 degrees = 6.4 x 10 -4 radians (_-i)
The RMS value of the scale factor error for both channels is .8 per cent,
or .008.
Thus, for the roll and pitch channels, the indications are related to the
true values as follows
, 1.008 R(s) ÷ 6.4 x lO-_/sw (B-2a)R" (s) = _z = i + .06s
4 1.008 P(s) + 6.4 x IO-_/Bpl (s) = Cx = _ (B-2b)
1 + .06s
where R
P
(B-2c)
B.Z
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Gyrocompassing Constraints and Rate Error Signals
The indicated error matrix,
f
c
I Cj _£4
z
S
-¢ i C"
Z X
I d£ -c I
L Y x
I R, .y i
-R" i P"
Y" -P" I
(C-l)
Three strapdown rate gyros can provide rate error signals. One of these,
the roll rate gyro, can, in combination with the constraint of holding the
indicated roll (horizon sensor) to zero, provide the yaw error signal,
/ 2
£ = Yo
Y
In terms of true error angles and true error rates, we have for the true
error angular velocity,
J_BB = _BI " I (C-2)
c C
(_C_RB is, for example, the angular velocity of the B.-frame relative to
C
the B -frame, and is thus the true error angular velocity).
C
C.I
/o
= .- ! y i
c s Y i //
•../.
(c-_)
i ' "X !
II
t I
I i
I.%,)
Sol _e "
C /
(c.._)
(c-_)
where m° is the orb£tal, an_lar rate of the corded $)l'lUmo BO) TO_t_VO
to tho I-fr_o.
(c-zd)
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Hence
..%
, "/
, " "'BBc j B li i1_, " Wc+ 1_ c
- YW i
C /
/ •
t x
+ t!+.Ye:z / (c-3)
In terms of indicated rates and gyro outputs,
• j •
P = CA" = W -_0
x x C
! = eS = W +R
y y c
/ •
= e = W -Y
z Z C
where the gyro outputs
= .!'_ _ coWx x
y +y c o
W = ++q - c
z z O
C = 0.07 degrees per hour
"O
(c-_)
(c-5)
If the indicated yaw and roll rates were approximately held to zero, then
a yaw indication is found as follows
y'_ Wz
w
C
(c-_)
That is the vehicle yaw is obtained as the output of the roll rate gyro
divided by the orbital angular velocity. Since i/_c may be regarded as a
C. 3
gain factor for an error signal, it maybe disregarded, as the gain for
the yaw channel should be fixed by accuracy and stability considerations,
Hence, one may as well take the indicated yaw error as the indicated
roll rate W .
z
Y" = w (C-6b)
z
To show that this is not a confounding of information, if the true y- and
z- axis rates as given by (C-3) were held to zero, from the z- equation
¢
and substituting, in the y- equation, there results
YY + RR = O (C-Tb)
Since the roll error, R, is held to zero or thereabouts by the horizon
sensor roll channel, the yaw solution of (C-7b) must be identically zero
or thereabouts•
Similarly, referring to the y- and z- equations of (C-4), with the indicated
error rates assumed zero, one obtains
¥ IW =+ R_w o (c-8a)
y z
But with indicated roll, R', held to zero by the horizon sensor,
' a W ,
Y
(C-Sb)
C.4
leading to
= o (c..8=)
The utilization of the yaw angle coupling with the orbital rate, while
constralninE the roll error to near zero, is a gyrocompassing technique,
and i6 exactly analogous to obtaining yaw on a roll stabilized earthbound
vehicle through its coupling with earth rate.
With the indicated yaw Eivenby (C-6b), the indicated yaw rate given by
(C-Sb), both depending on the roll and roll rate neEligible, the yaw angle
is assumed small, and from (C-4), the roll error rate is obtained to the
approximations allowed by the vehicle control,
W = R' (C-9)
z
To summarize results so far,
E = P"/
x _ -Horizon Sensor
tz = R
¢ = = W -Roll Rate Gyro
y z
Qf °S
E = Y = W -Yaw Rate Gyro
Y Y
(see y- equation of (C-4)
with R negligible ).
/ J
cz = R = Wz - Roll Rate Gyro
(C-lO)
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There remains the problem of examining the x-axis error rate signal,
• j •
- /
P = ¢ = W - w (C-f1)
X X C
as given in (C-4). This equation implies that the orbital rate of the
commanded frame must be known. If (i) the commanded frame were geocentric
instead of geodetic, (2) the orbit were exactly circular, then w would be
C
a constant, .v
20_m
W =
c 90 minutes , or thereaboutst
Owing to the commanded frame being geodetic, as constrained by the horizon
sensor, then for a circular orbit,
- A
= W + _C' (C-12)WC C
where _w would reflect the time derivative of (A-7) in Appendix A. That
C
is, tracking the geodetic vertical, results in a small forced oscillation
of the vehicle's yaw axis about the geocentric vertical at the fundamental
of twice the orbital frequency and its harmonics• From (A-7), the amplitude
of the fundamental is .003373 radiams ----_'.2degrees.
For a polar orbit, the amplitude of the oscillation would be .2 degrees,
or an excursion of .4 degrees, and it would be a _ximum. At the other
extreme, for an equatorial orbit, the amplitude of the oscillation would
be zero, since the equatorial cross section of the earth is circular. In
between these extremes, the amplitude would be between 0 and .2 degrees.
C.6
I
While we are dealing with a rate error signal, the error signal is assumed
to be linearly combined with the rate error signal. That is, the control
law governing the pitch CMG gimbal rate, would be of the form
;x = KlxP,- + K2x_ ,t
= KIx P/ + K2x(Wx - _c )"
(C-13a)
If the unwieldy computation necessary to obtain, _w
c
avoided, the law would become
in (C-12) is to be
). (C-13b)
ax _ KlxP + K2x(Wx - _c
The true vehicle pitch, _x' resulting from the simplifying approximation
depends on the relative weightings of the gains, klx and K2x, and cannot
be predicted. The simulation will reveal, however,,for various gain cos-
bination_ the amplitude of a small slow oscillation about zero due to
this approximation. On a tentative basis, then, the pitch rate error
signal is taken as
• e/
¢ = P = W -w , (C-14)
x x c
where _ is accurately adjusted to the altitude of, the orbit•
c
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VI SENSOR DATA
A. Inertial Sensors
Brief Description - Referring to Figure 1 the dotted enclosure is the dynamic
model of the mechanical system. When the stabilization loop is closed by
torque balancing about the gyro's output axis, the steady state voltage
signal outqsut is proportional to the input angular rate.
When the gyro is used as a stable platform sensor, the platform stabilizatiK_
loop is closed by torque balancing about the gyro's input axis (Figure 2).
The return torque here is provided by the platform gimbal motor. The platform
gimbal angle is the output signal and can be shown to be equal in the steady
state, to the vehicle rotation about the gyro input axis with respect to an
inertial referenceaxis.
It can be stated as a rough estimate that the characteristic time of a platform
loop is about an order of magnitude greater than the mechanical characteristic
time of its gyro sensor. Typically, this characteristic time for a floated
gyro is about 0.005 seconds. That for the platform stabilization loop would
then be about 0.02 seconds.
Under the expected rotational environment of the spacecraft for the attitudo
modes discussed here, the platform servo error would be negligible compared to
the accumulated gyro drift. The single axis platform error, that is the discrepancy
between the vehicle inertial angle and the measured gimbal angle, would then be
the drift of the gyro. This drift in orbit would be only the acceleration
insensitive drift. For a three axis platform the drift rate would be the vector
6.1
sum of the drift rates of its three gyros.
A strapdown system equivalent drift rate would also be the vector sum of its
three strapdown rate gyros. Estimates of the acceleration sensitive drift
rates for the highest angular velocities show that for the 18. P.I.R.I.G.*
gyro, the acceleration sensitive drift rates are negligible compared to the
random drift rate. Therefore, there appears to be no accuracy advantage,
for the applications discussed here, of a platform relative to a strapdown
system. On the other hand, the cos_ volume, and weight penalties of even
three single axis platforms relative to a strapdown system, leave no doubt as
to the preference for the latter.
The 18. P.I.R.I.G, is a pulse torqued gyro. For strapdown applications it
would be used in its rate mode. Its output would then be a series of voltages
proportional to the rotational increments incurred during clocked intervals
of the spacecraft about the gyro input axes. Such outputs are exactly the
inputs required for the strapdown direction cosine computer when progr_ed
as a digital differential analyzer. In that case the nine differential _
equations become _inite difference equations whose sampled solutions are
updated by rotational increments about three axes. Because the 18 P.I.R.I.G.
was designed for adaptation to a digital strapdown computer, it is recommended
as the choice among the three candidates cited in what follows.
The closed loop characteriBtic time of the gyro depends on the gain in the
feedback path as well as On its mechanical characteritic time. Only the latter
* _ised Inertial _te Integrating G_o
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is provided by manufacturers. Practice has shown that for both floated and
air bearing gyros, the closed loop time co.rant can be held to .0005 secondB
with good stability margin. This value is then taken as a reasonable estimate
for the three gyros.
The error model for the three gyros is the total drift rate due to acceleration
insensitive sources (random), accelerations along input and spin reference
axes acting on mass unbalance, and coupled accelerations acti_ on compliant
mass unbalance. With the numerical evaluations given in the following, and
with conservative estimates in the location of the gyros in the rate mode
the acceleration sensitive drift rates were found to be negligible compared
to the acceleration insensitive drift rates.
AW : k ° + _ alA + k2asR A + k_i_asR A
(genral error model of drift rate)
i. 18. P.I.R.I.G. (MIT-BENDIX)
i.i k = 0.3"/hr (noedmal)
o
O.07e/Br (compensated)
- o.y/ rlg
k2 = 0.3°A=,Ig
k3 = O.OlSO/hr/g2
1.2
1.3
1.4
Characteristic Time - _OOO5 sec.
Output Signal Range - 3 to l, O00mv
Gyro Transfer Function - 3.3 zv./mr.
6.,5
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
Maximum Torquing Rate - Not Reported
M.T.B.F. (operating) - 10,000 hrs.
Power (operating) - 20 watts
Weight- ii oz.
Volume - 1.8 in. diam., 6 in. thickness
i.i0 Cost - _I0,000/12,000
i.Ii Delivery Time - about 3 months per unit in production
me
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Gneral Precision Inc. - King Series C702519025
k - 0.5°/hr (nominal)
0
kI = 0.15°/hr/g
k2 = O.15°/hr/g
k3 = o.o1°lhrlg2
2.2 Characteristic Time - .0005 sec
2.3 Gyro Transfer Function - 7.5 volts/deg.
2.4 Maximum Torquing Rate - 5,000 deg/hr
2.5 Power (operating) - 7.5 watts
2.6 Weight - 16 oz.
2.7 Volume - 10 cu.in.
Honeywell DGG334 Gas Bearing Integrating Fyro
k " O. l°/hr (nominal)
0
kI = o.2°_r/g
(
6.4
°
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
Characteristic Time - .0OO5 sec.
Gyro Transfer Function - 8 volts/rad.
Maximum Torquing Rate - 430 x l_ deg/hr
MTBF (operating) - i0,000 hrs
Power (operating) - I0 watts
Weight - 22 oz.
Volume - 20 cu, in.
Cost - _9,ooo/_n, ooo (50 units)
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B. Stellar Sensors
Brief Description - The description given here applies to the photodetector
used in the 0AO Bendix Guide Star >Tracker. There are a number of types of
photodetectors in current use which have various advantages and disadvantages.
These are the (i) image dissector, (2) vidicon, (3) image orthican, (4)
photoconducting array,(5) photomUltipller, and (6) quadrant balance multiplier.
Data from two sources wex_availabe: Bendix Ecllpse-Pioneer's (image dissector)
and North American's Autonetics Division (photoconducting a_Tay).
The image dissector consists of a photocathode surface which is scanned in
some radially symmetric pattern. A star image within the scanning field of
view causes a continuous photoelectric emission from the site of the image.
Only when the instantaneous field of view of the scan intercepts the star
image, however, are photoelectrons collected at the anode and amplified. The
result is a train of pulses whose pa_ern in time contains information as to
the direction relative to baresight of the star image. Phase demodulation
of the video pulse train and low pass filtering establishes servo error
signals on two axes (see Figure 3). Information sufficient in detail has not
been received concerning the arrsy of CdS photoconducting cells provided in
the Autonetics tracker for adequate explanation. Design and performance data
are included nevertheless.
The error model for the Bendix Star Tracker has been provided via its complete
servo diagram and its input noise model_. That for the Autonetics tracker is
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1.2.9
1.2.10
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
Aziemth Closed Loop Response Time
Digital Pick-Off Resolution - 20 arc seconds
MTBF (operating) - 12,0OO hours
Fully Developed
Cost Coperating equipment) - _-25,000 to _250,000
Cost (m_._ma] checkout equipment) - _i00,000
Delivery time - 9 months
On-board weight - 37 Ibs
Power (operating) - 17 watts
- 0.24 seconds
(16 bit encoder
.
2.1.0
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
Space Celestial Tracker (Array of CdS photoconducting cells) - Autonetics
Performance Data
HMS Azimuth Null Error - 10 arc seconds
RMS Elewation Null Error - 10 arc seconds
_MS Error of Pick-Off - 8 arc seconds
Closed Loop RMS angular error due to combined effects of noise, null,
and pick_off error
2.1.4.1 Elevation - 15 arc seconds
2.1.4.2 Azimuth - 15 arc seconds
2.2.0
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
Design Data
Acquisition Field of View - _O.5 degrees
Tracking Field of View - ± 4.3 arc minutes
Detector Spectral Passband - .45 to .6 microns
Azimuth Closed Loop Passband - 40 cps
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not complete in that only lumped v_!ues for noise and servo parameters were
available. This tracker is currently under development, while the Bendix
tracker is fully developed.
I. OAO Guide Star Tracker (image dissector) Bendix Eclipse-Pioneer
(Where relevant, data applies to type Ao, magnitude 2.5 star.)
i.I.0 Performance Data
i.i.I RMS Azimuth Null Error -9 arc seconds
1.1.2 RNS Elevation Null Error - 9 arc second
1.1.3 RHS Errors of Pick-off - 6 arc seconds
1.1.4 Closed loop RMS angular error due to combined effects of noise,
and pick-off error
1.1.4.1 Elevation - 11.5 arc seconds
1.1.4.2 Azimuth - 11.5 arc Seconds
null,
1.2.0
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
1.2.8
Design Data
Acquisition Field of View - ± .5 degrees
Tracking Field of View - ± .033 degrees
Detector Spectral Passbased - -.4 to .Smicrous
Elevation Closed Loop Passband - 1.4cps
Azimuth ClOsed Loop Passband - 1.2cps
Elevation Gimbal Authority - ± 60 degrees
Azimuth Gimbal Authority - _ 60 degrees
ElevationOlosedLoop Response Time - 0.2 seconds
6.7
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.?
2.2.8
2.2.9
2.2.10
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
Elevation Closed Loop Passband - 4Ocps
Azimuth Closed Loop Response Time -.020 seconds
Elevation Closed Loop Response Time -.020 seconds
Azimuth Gimbal Authority - 140 degrees
Elevation Gimbal Authority - ±40 degrees
Digital Pick-off Resolution- 1.24 arc seconds
HTRF (Operational) - ii, i00 hours
Under Development
Estimated On-board Weight - 15_Ibs.
Estimated Power - 20 watts
C. Earth Sensors
Brief Description - These sensors yield pitch and roll error signals relative
to a vertical defined by the apparent horizon, Deivations in the apparent
horizon relative to local mean sea level are given for specific locations for
the first of the two sensors described here. Local mean sea level is regarded
as a segment of the geoid whose normal is the plumb line vertical. Deviations
of t_is vertical, in turn, relative to the geodetic vertical, (normal to the
international ellipsoed) are under 0.I arc seconds. Thus, for the purposes
of the accuracy requirements of the two experiments requiring control to the
vertical, deviations of the earth sensors relative to the geodetic vertical is
an adequate measure of accuracy. The uncertainty of the horizon and therefore
the uncertainty of its vertical, depends on the spectral passband of the detector
filters. For the most accurate horizon sensors, the horizon uncertain_yis
the dominant part of the sytem error, the instrument errors being smaller
than the random error in the information channel. This latter error is dependent
on the spectral passband of the optical filter used, a narrow passband
(14 to 15.9 microns) having produced best results.
Two sensors are described here neither of which is inside the more stringent
accuracy requirement in the statement of work (.O1 degree). However, with the
allowed vertical error stipulated for the microwave experiment in NASA TR-
K_rzhals and Grantham (May, 1965)_ which is O.5 degrees, the first one,f(ATL's
OGO Horizon Sensor System) is inside the requirement, while th6 second is
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outside. The second, however, is less than half the price of the first an_
has a time constant I_ of the former.
The ATL OGO Horizon Sensor is a fixed point edge tracker in that the horizon
is sampled at three (or four) distinct points in azimuth (rather than swept
in azimuth as in their Gemini tracker). The distinct point sampling of the
horizon permits a shorter time constant and less vunderahility to the sun on
the horizon (see Figure 4). A sun presence signal enables the tracker to go
from its normal four-horizon-point edge tracking to a three-horizon-point
track operation.Four infrared search-track units (referred to as trackers)
track points on the horizon separated 90 degrees in vehicle azimuth. With
the system strapped to the vehicle, the horizon edge is tracked by each tracker
through (a) dithering a mirror reflecting the incoming infra-red radiation into
a germanium thermistor balometer, and (b) detecting and nulling the second harmonic
of the resultant pulse train. The pulse train is generated as_the mirror dithers
through the horizon edge, alternately seeing cold space and hot earth. A
symmetric pulse train corresponds to a nulled reference axis. The second
harmonic of the pulse train is linear out to about 10 ° and monotonic out to
25 ° deviation of the reference axis relative to nadir. The second harmonic
error signal is used to position the reference axis of the dithered mirror
which is mounted on flex pivots. Two different simple arithmetic operations
combine the measured horizon angles of the trackers for three- and for four-
point roll and ptich determinations. Geometric cross coupling (the influence
of pitch on roll indication and roll on pitch indication) at 200 n.mi. altitnde
(.il
amounts to less than .O1 degrees for each a__'s, if pitch and roll are limited
to 1 degree each. To summarize_ the flex mounted mirrors (referred to as
Posit_rs) are dithered, and by using the second harmonic of the resultant
pulse train as an error signal, the center of the dither oscillation is
positioned so as to lock to the horizon. The center of the oscillation
relative to the aystem vertical axis (coinciding with the vehicle yaw axis)
yields the tracker's apparent horizon angle, and the data of four (or three)
such angles yields pitch and roll.
The Barnes Lunar and Planetary Tracker (Reflecting System) BEC Project 4290
consist of four orthogonal heads, each scanning a lO ° x 90 e sector.
The 90 ° scan is achieved by sequentially sampling lO0 detectors in a linear
mosaic array in each head. Scanning starts on space and proceeds linearly
towared the nadir. No moving parts are utilized in the system. System final
outputs consist of binary gating drive signals and counter signals that
indicate which detectors in each head "see" the horizon during the scan interval.
By means of digital processing of these outputs, attitude and altitude readouts
can be obtained.
The scan patterr_ earth sector scan, is illustrated in Figure 5. • Horizon
angles are extracted from the sequentially sampled data of the elements of
the array by a logic which notes the edge of the space seeing _e_uence for each he_d,
@hess angles being noted zs Xl,X2, Yl' and Y2' Simple arithmetic operations
combine the reduced data to give pitch and roll, digitally.
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I.
I.i
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
ATL Advanced OGO Horizon Sensor System
Error Model
R,(,,)= l.OOB R(,) + 6._ x io"_
1.06 s s radiaus
6.4 x 10-4P,(,) : i.o_.__P(,) + ......
1.06 s s
Performance Data
x_au8
RMS Horizon Uncertainty - .O15 degrees (at 200 n.mi.)
RMS Instrument Null - .033 degrees
Altitude range - 100 to 80,OO0n.mi.
Maximum Tilt for Tracking - _25 ° (pitch and roll)
LimearTiltRamge- greater than25 °
Time Constant - .06 seconds
Ambient Temperature Range - -20@F to +I40°F
-35°F to +I6OeF (design goal)
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.3._
Design Data
Field of View - 1.2 e
Optical S_ectral Passband - 14.O to 15.9 microns
Type of Detector - Immersed Germanium
ThermistorBolometer
Roll and PitchOutput Signals
1.3.4.1 Analog
1.3.4.2 Scale factor - 0.4V. R_S per degree
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1.3.4.3 Output Range - + I0.0 V. RMS
1.3.4.4 Suppressed Carrier Frequency - 2.461 cps.
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
MTBF- greater than 167,O00 hours (3 tracker operation) according to tests
Status - Production Prototype Scheduled for Completion, March, 1966
Cost -_150,OO0 - (single unit, estimated)
_i00,O00 (limited production, estimated)
Delivery Time - not reported
Weight - 12.5 ibs
Power- 12 watts
.
2.1
Barnes Lunar and Planetary Horizon Scanner (Reflecting System) BEC
Project _290
Error Model
(R,P - true roll, pitc_ Re, Pe - delayed response rol_, pitc h
R', P' - digitally indicated roll, pitch)
T
n
Re(S) = RCs) +
i + .lls s
p (s) = P(') ÷_---
e
i + .lls s
_p = n R = .0035 radians = 0.2 degrees - estimated PuSS of combined effects
of horizon uncertainty and instrument bias error).
(see Figure 6 for relation between R and R', and P and P')
• •
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2_
2.2.1
2.2.2
2._.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
Performance Data
Altitude Range - corresponds to planetary subtense from lO ° to 170 e
Maximum Tilt - 0 to 90 °
Linear Tilt Range - 0 to 90 °
Time Constant - .iiO seconds
Ambient Temp. Range - -40°C to +80°C
Design Data
Field of View - 4 segmented orthogonal digitalized fields, each filed
covering I0 ° by 90 ° with long arc in 0.9 e increments
Optical Spectral Passband - 14 to 35 microns
Type of Detector - Thermopile Mosaic Array
Roll and Pitch Output Signals
2.3.4.1 Digital with Resolution of 0.9 degrees
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
MTBF (calculated) - 170,O00 hours
Status - Under Development
Cost - _50,O00 in limited production
Delivery Time - 6 months
Weight - 15 lbs. (approx.)
Power - 6 watts (approx.)
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D. Solar Sensors
Brief Description - These sensors are designed for strapdown to the vehicle
or solar panel which is to be controlled in a solar mode. Shown in Figure 7
is a cross section of the Bendix Fine Angle Sun Sensor. The two error signals
are each obtained by quadrant balancing of the photovoltaic cells (silicon)
in which, for each axis, a front cell output is summed with corresponding cell
from the rear structure, and bucked against the summed output of the opposing
palr (one from front and from rear). Thus each error signal is generated by
four cells, (two from each quad structure.) It may be noted that the lens magnifies
the deviation of the sun's rays from the Z-axis, thus providing the rear quaa
structure with a steep gradien$. The front quad structure, with an
unmagnified gradient, will yield outputs limited only by its field of view. The
front stucture thus provides wide acquisition field of view, while the rear
structure provides fine tracking.
A wide angle sun sensor with a hemispheric field of view is shown in Figure 8.
The two error signals are also generated by quadrant balancing, but here there
is no attempt at producing a steep error signal gradient by means of a magnifying
lens. An array of twelve cells arranged as shown ensures solar impingement
on two quad pairs for any incident angle within a hemisphere, and thus the two
error signals are always available.
6..I 6
@2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7_
_dpass- pope
Output Signal to Noise Ratio - over 1,000
Weight - 3oz.
Cost - 4 tQ 5,000
Delivery Time - 3 months
Wide Angle Sun Sensor
Type Numbers 1771858
1818787
Bendix, Eclipse-Pioneer
Bias Error Per Axis - less than 0.i degree
Time Constant - 20 microseconds
Acquisition and Tracking Field of View - a hemisphere
Sensitivity at Null - .02 milliamps per arc minute (for external load -
i00 ohms)
Linear Range - 600 arc minutes
Output Range- O to 45 milliamps (i00 ohm load)
Temperature Range - -40°C to 70°C
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For both sun sensors, there has been no attempt to derive solar angles,
the sensor being used only in conjunction with a vehicle control system that
will null its error slgnals. The data available is thus not sufficient to
relate indicated angles with true angles.
The only parameter of an error model, available is the electrical bias error
for these particular models. This and other data is cited below.
i.
i.i
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
i.II
Fine Angle Sun Sensor Type Number 1818823 Bendix, Eclipse-Pioneer
Bias Error per Axis - less than 5 arc seconds
Time Comstant - 20 microseconds
Acquisition and Tracking Field of View - ± lO degrees
Sensitivity at Null - lO microamps per arc second (for external load -
lO0 ohms)
Linear Range - ± 5 arc minutes
Ouput Range - O to 4 milliamps
Temperature Range - -550C to +50°C
Weight - 30oz.
Volume - 2 3/4 in. diameter by 9 inches deep
COst -_2,200 (limited production)
Delivery Time - 4 months
(Unit requires an amplifier which has been built to order)
Amplifier Data
Gain - i0,000
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1.8 Delivery Time - 5 to 8 weeks for 50
Error model is based on estimations in observing test data. Output is
analog.
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C. Gimbal Rate Sensors
Brief Description - The tach generator has a wound armature and a permanent
magnet field. When mechanically driven it generates a DC signal proportional
to the input rate with a small ripple dependent on the input rate_ superimposed
on the DC. This generator, as used for rate feedback for the oAO guide
Star Tracker servos, is direct drive.
I• Inland Motor Corporation Tach Generator (TG 2108 - "A" version)
I•i Error Model
@' = @ (i + .025 sin 1800@t) + n
n = (noise in angular units)
nCs) = N(s)
1 + .17s
SN = .ii deg2/sec 2 - spectral power density
cps
of input white noise generator
nRM S = .4 deg/sec.
(factor, .O25, is RMS percentage linearity error)
1.2 Linear Range -350 RPM
1.3 Scale Factor (RMS) - .8 volts/rad/sec
1.4 Power Requirement - none (permanent magnets)
1.5 Weight - 9 oz.
1.6 Volume - 2.8 in. diameter, 5/8 in. thick
1.7 Cost - _2OO each for an order of 50
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F. Gimbal Angle Sensors
Brief Description - Principal methods of measuring a shaft angle are by means
of an inductive resolver, electrostatic resolver, and optical encoder. The
first two are adaptable to digitization. The latter is necessarily digital.
Because information received has been concerned practically entirely with the
latter, the optical encoder is described here. This is not to imply, however,
that a resolver encoder is not suitable as a digital gimbal angle tranducer.
The heart of the optical encoder is a code disc on which patterns of alternate
translucent and opaque bars have been photographically deposited on a glass
disc base. An n-bit encoder in which a resolution of 360e/2 n is attainable
has n distinct tracks, of the alternating pattern, concentrically arranged.
The track patter_.s, running from inside to outside on the disc goes from coarse
to fine_ or equivalently, from the most significant digits to the least
significant. The pattern corresponds to a cyclic bind ary(grey) code. The
encoder electronics then makes "O"s and "l"s available in the millivolt
rnage. An amplifier is then required to bring it up to the input level of a
digital computer. Silicon photovoltaic photocells, one for each track,
transduce the light t1_ansmittedbythe encoded patterns. A single lamp provides
the source. The full word corresponding to shaft angle, is available by
Parallel or sequential interrogation of all tracks by the digital computer.
Data on one gimbal angle sensor is indicated as follows:
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l@ Baldwin Electronics Shaft Position Encoder Model 232
i.
2.
3.
Number of Tracks -13
r
Angular resolution = 360o/213 --2.64 arc minutes _ I_° _,r _ _
Highest Output Frequency developed at 60 RPM on least significant
tracks - 2,048 cps
4. Output level "l" - my. + 10%
"O" - 4 my. ± 10%
5. Average internal impedance - 20K
6. Maximum Slewing Speed - 5,000 RPM
7. Maximum Angular Acceleration - 30,0OO rads
2
sec
8. MTBF (limited by lamp) - 12,000 hrs.
9. Estimate on cost, delivery time, and weight of MIL SPEC version
are _5,OO0 (including triggered amplifier between encoder and
computer)
lO. Delivery time - 60 days from start, and 2 to 5 per week thereafter
ll. Weight (encoder and amplifier) -32 oz.
12. Volume encoder - 2 1/2 in. diam. -3 inches thickness
13. Time Constant is Word Interrogation Time - 20 _ sec. for parallel
track interrogation, 13x20 = 260 _ sec. for sequential track
interrogation
c
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e
o
HS@
O
iTG
@i
I
@V
T
C
D
@G (S) = JPJF S} + JP CS2 + H2S + H KSG KA KM (S)
JPJF $3 + (JpC + JF D) S2 + (H2 + DC) S + HKsG KA KM (S)
@V - Vehicle Displacement about input axis relative to inertial frame.
@G - Measured gimbal angle.
@i - Platform displacement about input axis relative to inertial frame.
Ti - Net torque about input axis.
D - Viscous damping coefficient (motor back emf, bearings).
KM(S) - Gimbal motor transfer function.
Jp - Platform inertia about input axis
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